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CIMARRON, COLFAX COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY.

HOLDS

CIMARRON

THE

SPANISH ARCHIVES
GIFT TO SCHOOL
Secretary Of State Sends Two Volumes of Ancient History of The
Southwest to Cimarron.
Secretary of Slate Lucero sent
two volumes of the Spanish Archives of New Mexico, to the Cimarron Public Schools, where they
will he placed in the library, to be
used by the attendants mostly for
reference work.
The boo'ks were translated into
tbe English language by Colonel
Ralph Emerson Twitchell of Las
Vegas, famous hiftorian and one
of the best authorities on the history of the southwest.
The. facts in these books are as
nearly correct as is possible to
gather data, as the greater part of
the old New Mexico Spanish documents are in the custody of the Librarian of Congress ai Washington, to which place they were tak-e- n
following a' special act of congress more than fifty years ago.
These books are a valuable addition to the school library and cannot be estimated in its worth to the
school in dollars and cents.

)

Weekly School

KEYS

Mrs. Tomas Salazar died at her
home Thursday evening in her 8oth
year. She was born in New Mexico and when a young ffirl, came to
the northern part of the state where
she met and married her husband
who preceded her to the grave in
1807 on the Sweetwater.

option has been secured on 2,760 acres of land under the
Bltck Mesa irrigation project from
Mrs. Landon Moore.
This option
was necessary
to have the required number of 5000 acres of irrigable land under the project before some definite action could he
taken by the promoters.

Miss Carmen Trujillo died at her
home Tuesday morning, after an
illness of about one year. The
deceased was ih years of age; as a
tribute of her worth the school was
closed Wednesdav, the day of the

From Gallows
John Caboui, convicted murderer of Gallup, who was sentenced to
be banged March 6, and who was
declared insane barely in time to
escape the rope, was taken to the
asylum from Santa Fe, Monday.
He is now a McKinley county prisoner at the state penitentiary.
Sheriff Closson of Santa Fe
county said: "There does not appear to be any complication over
the transportation of Cabodi to the
insane asylum. McKinley county
authorities have been consulted
and they are willing to stand the
expense which will probably be advanced by the local penitentiary officials. "

IAt
Hawtnorne's
otaur.

of

Min-

There was once a king whose
name was Thesus and he and his
mother, Aethra, and his grandfather, King Pittheus, lived in the city
Troezen.
Every day Thesus and his mother went out and sat on a big rock
near the palace and his mother
used to tell him of his father, King
Aesgeus, and once Thesus asked
why his father didn't come, and
his mother said he had to be with
of

Bnt he said he wanted
his people.
to go, and his mother said he had
io lift the rock on which they sat
and take what his father had left
bim under it. He tried to lift it
often but could not. After a long
time he lifted it, and took a sword
and a pair of sandals from under
it, tben he went to Athens where
bis tatber was, and tbere be met
his cousins who pretended to be
very kind to bim. They took him
to the palace and they left him at
the door while they should tell the
king be was there, but instead they
.d bim that there was a young
man who warned to kill him; thev
aid this because tbey wanted Thesus put to death, so they would be
heirs to the throne after the king
died, so the king thought he ought
to he punished, but then Medea, an
enchantress, who was the king's
wife said, "Let him to me, I will
put some of the medicine I have to
kill people in some wine, and wheu
be comes in make him drink it."
So the wine was prepared and the
young man brought in and wben
be came the king commanded uim
to drink the wine, but as be did so
k

COLFAX

CHECK ARTIST GETS

$45 BY FORGING
Forges Hagadorn Name and Presents

Mrs. Gabriel Haddow of Brilliant, died at the Miners' hospital
Tuesday night, following a several
weeks illness.
She is survived bv
ber husband and two small children aged t:o and four years.
Work on the Dodge City and
Cimarron Valley line will again be
started fy the Santa Fe as soon fi
trie frost is out of the ground. The
road was built last year to the

Checks at Model Grocery and
Oxford Bar; Apprehended
Auditor Earnest

Reports

On Affairs

Considerable excitement
was
caused in Cimarron, Thursday and
Friday, when a young man giving
his name as Harry Osborne, forged two checks on the Rayado Colonization company, to the amount
of I45, Osborne made the checks
payable to himself, signing them
with the company's
secretary's
name, F. J. Hagadorn.
The forger presented one of the
checks, amounting to $20, at the
Model Grocery receiving therefore
that amount ir. cash. He next visj
ited the Oxford Bar whefe he presented a check for $25, and receiving cash therefore.
Thursday
night he stopped at the Swastika
hostelry where he lived the life of
king it is said, treating the house
with cigars at different times.
Earlv Friday morning he haste-l-

southwest corner of Kansas.
In Chaves County
Owing to a plan not vet approvquite numerous.
ed by the state' engineer the coun
Vestal Brown, nine years old, ty commissioners did not award
Traveling Auditor Earnest on
was injured last week at Maxwell, the contrr.ct for the construction Monday
submitted to Governor
when his horse fell on him. The of the bridge across the Vermejo McDonald a
lengthy report on the
lad is recovering though the injur- one mile north of French.
condition of official affairs in Chaies sustained are quite serious.
ves county, which has been in the
Mrs. John Leonard and children process of preparation in the aud
Henty Reynolds was in town passed through Cimarron, Monday itor's office for more than a week
from his Rayado farm Monday at- morning on their way to Raton for or ten days. The report goes extending to business matters.
haustively into conditions in the
a brief visit.
county and it is rumored there are
some severe strictures on the conduct of certain offices.
The governor announced that
decided to leave town and enthe report would not be made pub- gaged the services of H. A. Funke
lic for several days as he wishes to
to motor him to Colfax to catch a
digest it thoroughly before publi- southbound train. During the incation. '
tervening time the Model Grocery
learned of the misfortune it had
sustained and immediately got into communication with DeDuty
Sheritl Christian at Colfax to apprehend the man. Osborne willingly gave up the $10 to Christian
y

Grows Lemon

With Success

Park

1

SEVENTH GRADE

Reprodnction
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60-da- y
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Sixth Grade

NO. 10

Frankenburger

Ball Game

Letters By the

Manuel Valdez last week sold a
tract of land consisting of 983 acres
to Juan Valcli . The land joins
the Miami tract on the west and is
for the most part adapted only to
grazing. A parcel of the land can
be irrigated with springs that are

A.

12. 1914.

KINGDOM

Raton Snapshots

v

To Be Saved

THE

Springer Spasms

burial.

Adjudged Insane

TO

MARCH

H. G. Frankenburger last Thursday picked a lemon firm a lemon
tree that measured ro inches in circumference.
The tree is of the
American Wonder specie and is
about three years old.
The lemon tree is in bloom and
a quantity of the fruit is now maturing, while a quantity of the fruit
is still green'.
Mr. Frankenburger
takes great pride in having been
successful in growing the tree until it has matured to a point where

spirited ball game is scheduled for next Sunday afternoon at
the local ball park, between the
Continental team and the town
team. The game will be called at
3 o'clock sharp, and a good reprt
sentative crowd is expected to be
present.
This is the first game of the season and the teams have been practicing the past few weeks so that a
good exhibttion of the local talent
is assured. It is expected to sel
ect the best players from the two
teams and form one of the strongest nines here in this section of the
state, hoping thereby to have visiting teams come to Cimarron during the coming summer months.
A

he caught sight of the sword and
said, "how did you get that
sword?" The young man answered
"I got it from under a rook which
v father left for me and these are
his sandals," and then the king
laid down the wine and said, "My
son, yes there are thy mother's
eyes, it is my son." As Medea,
the enchantress saw this she was
enraged and took all the diamonds,
pearls and other valuable things
that she could and went away in
her firey chariot drawn by setpants
.11

and when the people saw her they
shouted and rejoiced at getting rid
of her, and when she saw that, she
shook ber bauds at the people;
while she did so, she dropped diamonds, pearls and other precious
things she had, then the king told
the people they were welcome to
take as many as they wanted.
Continued next week

bears that fruit.
It is very doubtful whether another bearing lemon tree is in existence in the state, and consequently
the honor falls onto Cimarton.
it

Room For
have seen this stirring
drama of the Civil War which has
been played before hundreds of thousands of people, will be pleased to
learn that we nave secured the novelized version of this story as

npHOSE who

100 More

who, not knowing of the second
forgery, released the man in time
to board the train for Raton. The
trainmen were informed at Colfax
of the second forgery and guarded
the man until the arrival at Raton,
where the sheriff took charge of
him.

Jas.

Livingston

and

Deputy

Sheriff Lambert autoed to Raton to
arrest Osborne, who pleaded guilty to the charge of forgery and
waived preliminary hearing, preferring to appear before Judge Leib
and start his sentence at once in
the state penal institution.
Osborne is a young man with an
attractive appearance.
He has
been employed on the Rayado and

other ranche in that section the
past four or five months and very
little is known about him.
The Oxford Bar did not recover
the money it gave for the bogus
check.
This is the fourth time
the past winter that this place has
been let t to hold the sack through
the operations of thugs who frequent Cimarron. With tbe sentencing of Osborne to tbe penitentiary it is hoped that this kind of
work will he stopped abruptly.

Stations

State Engineer French which will
show the estimatad flow of most of
the important streams in the state,
s
of about
of the state's
or
"The duty of water is so variasupply.
water
There
are many litble, depending on topographical
have
tle
been visnot
streams
that
conditions, altitude, the kind of
by
ited
guagers.
stream
the
It is
crops and many other matters that
bund-reis
said
for
room
a
tbere
still
it would be impossible for me
more stream guaging stations
believe for any other man in
and
New Mexico to
estimate bow in New Mexico, if the water supmuch land in New Mexico can l. ply is to be studied thoroughly.
irrigated if all available waters
Dr. Saulsberry of Raton is a
were used."
guest
at the M. M. Chase ranch
So declared Glen A. Gray,
week.
this
engineer with the United States Geological Survey in Santa Fe; as he was at work making
A dance will be given on St.
up some statistics to submit to Patrick's day at tbe Athletic ball.
two-tbird-

Our Next Serial
Mr. Brady in the telling has lost none
of the charm of a most fascinating tale.
Reading; the story is as good as seeing the play.

Doa't Miss the Opening Installment
Which Will Appear in a Few Days

d

1

CIMARRON
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
AYINOS. DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS. SUFFERINGS. HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Wvtttrn

NwpDr

Union Nw

8rvtc.

Canada is waiting on (he United
States to adopt legislation making the
fisheries treaty between the two countries effective.
Sir George William Ross, senator of
the Dominion of Canada, and formerly
premier of the province of Ontario,
died at Toronto.
Lieutenant Colonel Cbebaleff, chief
of police of St. Petersburg, was shot
dead In his office by a Junior officer.
Lieutenant Ivanoff.
Prince William and Princess Sophie,
the new monarhs of Albania, on their
arrival at DCrazxo, Albania, were given
an enthusiastic welcome by the populace.
Madeleine the "Siamese twin," who
was separated from bar sister, Suzanne, by means of a delicate surgical
operation. In Paris, Is dead Suzanne

RAILWAY

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

filen
Si .1
The Las Vegas city election will be
held April 7.
A fire destroyed $20,000 worth of
property at Albuquerque
Henry C. Roehl has been appointed
postmaster at Albuquerque.
P. J. Reynolds has been nominated
for postmaster at Fort Bayard.
Martin Q. Hardin has been nominated for postmaster at Lordsburg.
About $25 worth of goods were recently taken from a store In Vaughn.
The hospital at Defiance will be enlarged, the Improvements to cost

Western N.n .netier

I

TRUST

DEED

A

c

Trust Deed la For $12,000,000 to Secure an Issue of 120,000 First Mortgage Five Per Cent Bonds.

U. S SUPREME COURT REFUSES
TO REVIEW THE CONVICTED
IRONWORKERS' CASES.

W...r n
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N. M.
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$10,-00-
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FOR LINE STARTING AT ROSWELL
AND RUNNING TO FARMINGTON.

Krv1e.
deed for
$12,000.000
marks the final steps In
the financing of the Oulf, New Mexico and Pacific Railway Company
which Is to take over the New Mexico
Central and thereafter build to San
Juan county and Pecos valley.
The doed Is rrom the Gulf, New
Mexico and Pacific Railway Company
to the Chlcrgo Title and Trust Company, as trustee, and Willlsra C.
It Is to secure
The Colfax county commissioners Nlblack.
have accepted the bridge across Red an issue of 120,000 first mortgage five
per cent gold bonds which are to be
river.
Issued. Fifteen thousand of the bonds,
There are seven prisoners in the which have
of $100 each, are
Santa Rosa Jail awaiting the action of to be Issued a atvalue
once, aud 5,000 additho grand jury.
tional on the tenth of each month unWork is to begin at once on remod- til the entire amount Is issued.
eling and enlarging the railroad stock
The mortgage Is executed by .Herpens at Rock Island.
bert Green and A. W. Strong as presdoing
report
wheat
Plains farmers
ident and secretary of the Gulf, New
well, present Indications denoting the Mexico and Pacific railroad, and by
best return in years.
William C. C. Clark and H. 0. Canby
Fire, claimed to have been of incen- as vice president and assistant secrediary origin, destroyed $50,000 worth tary of the trust company and Mr.
of property at Farmlngton.
Nlblack as
The trust deed
Frank Johnson Is perfecting ar- actually was executed the 25th of Febrangements to reopen the San Marcial ruary but is dated February 1.
bank, which recently closed.
The mortgage is in both French and
The records of the office of 8tate English and prescribes exact forms
Secretary Lucero show that 1810 au- for the bonds, which are to be printed
tomobiles have been registered in the In both .languages, and for the coupons, which are to have a value of
office.
Inspector J. H. Fleming of the $2.50 each.
The bonds are to bo a first Hen and
Treasury Department, has selected
the site for the new' federal building are limited under the mortgage to a
They
Vege.s.
total princlral of $12,000,000.
at
Governor McDonald pardoned Dan are to bear interest at five per cent,
at the office of
Riley of Quay county, who was sent to payable
the penitentiary for a term of years the company in Paris.
The mortgage contains authority for
for stealing cattle.
Captain Candelario Martinez, veler Its issuance in the form of a stockan of the Civil War and one of the holders' resolution and specifically
of Santa Fé, died of liver provides that all property of the New
years of Mexico Central Is to be bought with
trouble. He was sixty-ninpart of Its proceeds.
age.
The line of railroad to be bought or
The total number of land entries in
the Santa Fé U. S. land office for Feb- built begins at Roswell and runs
ruary was 155,' representing an acre- northwest to Torrance, thence over
age of 24.588.48 and bringing In the the New Mexico Central to Moriarty.
thence east to Albuquerque, uorth to
sum or $1,000.69.
Bernalillo, and by way of the Rio
George Ballastra, a coal miner workGrand valley, Jemez valley, Canyon
ing at the Coal Basin mine, a
out of Gallup, was killed by fall- Largo and San Juan valley to Farming down the shaft at the mine which lngton. A branch lb to run from a
station on the Albuquerque Eastern,
is 315 feet deep.
Frost, to the Hagan coal fields.
Li' hi. Gov. E. C. De Baca was arThe bonds are redeemable at any
M.
Vegas
Las
F.
at
beating
rested
for
time at 105 and accrued interest.
Chacon, editorial writer on Da Voz
Del Pueblo, of Las Vegas. The offiOffer Prize For Cleanest Baby.
cial plcnded guilty.
Albuquerque.
The Indians are acWater application No. 860 was reThe
ceived from John H. Lewi of Nez quiring the white man's way.
Perce, Idaho, for 1.05 second feet from tribe fet Pueblo Bonito desire to give
Pecos river for pumping purposes to a fair July 3 and 4 They are making
overtures to other pueblos to Join
irrigate 71!. 15 acres.
them in the enterprise. Prizes will be
Papers of Incorporation of the
Hotel Company were filed In the offered for the best Navajo, blankets,
office of the State Corporation Com- silver filigree work, horse, sheep and
mission. The company Is located at the healthiest looking map and woman
Raton. Hugo Sea berg Ib the statutory and they will offer a prize for the
cleanest baby under two years of age.
agent.

recovering.
correctional court especially for
Mian AMIeen Heppner, accused of children, the first one of its kind in
perjury In conectlon with the Hen-nlii- France, has been formally organized
In Paris and Is now prepared to hear
Kunk ullenatlon suit, wa fouud
many cases of youthful delinquents.
nut guilty by a Jury at Chicago:
At Romorantln, France. Ferdinand
Two robbers, armed with revolverá,
held up John Lucas, paymaster of the Pluney Eerie, the American artist, and
Brown Shoe Company, In St. LoulH Miss Charlotte Herman, charged with
having kidnaped Karle's son. Harold,
nnd robbed blm or about $14,000.
from a school near Paris, were found
"Pass (hem along" Is the plan on guilty
after s two days' trial.
whlrh California communities are
A sentence of three months
imprisdealing with "General" Kelly's army
of unemployed, now on its way to onment has been pronounced on Ernest Meyer. "Jail editor" of the SoWashington.
cialist newspaper "Vorwaerts," who
A suit by which the government
aeeks to regain possession of oil land was tried In Berlin on chaiges of treain Kern county, California, valued at son for libelling Crown Prince Fred$10,000,000, was filed In the United erick William.
William Marconi, the wireless teleStates District Court in I.os Angeles.
Dr. G. Frank Lydston announced at graph inventor, has announced that he
the meeting .of the Chicago Medical will participate In the Italian section
exposition at
Association that he had successfully of the Panama-Pacifitninspliinled the generative gland of a San Francitco. He hopes to he able
dead person tu the body of a living to rommunlrate from the exposition
by wlreleBB telephone, with all the
man.
Leónidas P. Wells, a dry farmer, states of the t'nlon.
The apparent lull on the part of the
created a sensation In Columbus, near
Hillings. Mont., by exhibiting u sack United States in pursuing Its Inquiry
containing about six ounces of grain Into the death of William S. Denton, a
Rolil dust panned out of a Bpring near British subject, and into the mysterious disappearance of (iustav Ilauch,
his homestead claim.
an American citlzer, is only temA bandit walked Into the Oak Park
brunch of the Sacramento bank of Sac- porary, according to those well Inramento, Cal., covered Gordon Culver, formed on the Intention of the Washthe cashier, with a revolver, und after ington admnilst ration.
taking $3,600 in gold, silver and cur8PORT.
rency, made his escape.
The plea for the loan of $150,000 to
At Oakland, Cal., the Chicago Amerthe international organization of the
icans
defeated the Oakland Pacific
to
Mine
America
of
Workers
United
carry on the labor war in Colorudo Coast league team, 13 to 6.
At San Francisco, Cal., the San
i pit sited a bcttle at the convention
in
of the Illinois Mine workers at Peoria, Francisco t'aciflc CoaBt league team
shut out the Chicago American team,
III.
No. 1, by a Bcore of 2 to 0.
Tony
(be
of
Black
jury
in
case
The
yeara
Edward H. McBrlde, forty-twIII.,
Clarletta, the
Joltet.
known as a sporting
boy accused of the murder of Henry old. widely
l: Nickell during the hold-uof an writer under the name of "Hotspur,"
Oiuaha resort on the night of Jan. 15, died at Buffalo, N. Y.. following an opbrought in a verdict of guilty ami fixed eration for a throat Infection.
Dick Egnn handed President John
the penalty at life Imprisonment.
Texas Hangers, commanded by Cap- K. Tener his signed contract to play
tain J. J. Sanders, crossod the Inter- with the llrooklyn National league
national boundary into Mexico, disin- club for a period of three years. The
terred the body of Clemente Vergara, contract calls for the payment of
whlrh Is at the rate of $5,666 per
the Texas rancher who was lured into
Mexico by Mexican federul soldiers, season.
The Indianapolis team, headed by
und returned with the body to AmerJack Hendricks, passed through St.
ican soil.
Ralph l.o.'ez, Mexican bandit who Louis en route for Hot Springs, Ark.
shot and killed several men at Bing- Accompanying them were Larry Spahr
ham, I'tab. and for whom a nation ami Charley French of the Denver
utile search has been conducted since team. French ran u mile, showing that
mine, his ankle is getting Into good shape.
The New Mexico exposition managhis escape from the Utah-ApeSpahr 1b making the trip to look over ers have received Beventy-twtray be a patient now in the Milwauthe pitchers for Denver.
slides, which will serve as a
kee county hospital.
basis for the dally lecture on the atGENERAL.
WASHINGTON.
tractions of Luna county at the San
Diego exposition.
The
Wholesale
Dumber
National
Representative Willis of Ohio
The governor of Texas lias Informed
announced his candidacy lor the Dealers' Association closed Its annual the governor of New Mexico that Sal
Y
Buffalo,
N.
at
after
convention
Republican
gubernatorial
nomiolilo
electing Garden U. Edwards of Ottawa azar, besides other offenses is known
nal ion.
to have Invaled Luna county, this
president.
The Sims bill, for repeal of the
state, and appropriated horses and catThe Louisville
Nashville Company tle to his own use.
coastwise chipping exemption vlause
of the Punama canal act, probably will has announced Its Intention volunTwo domestic corporations were
be plucc.d before the House in about tarily to reduce passenger fares In chartered by the State Corporation
f
Kentucky
from
to
two
three
and
ten days.
Commission. The Reserve Mercantile
cents per mile before May 1.
Humesteaders on Irrigation projects
Company of Reserve was one and the
Three members of the "Holy Roller" Rio Grande Publishing Company of
will have twenty years, instead of ten,
as at present, to pay for their land and sect, Adam Crlpps, Myrtle Crlpps and Las Cruces was the other.
water rights under an administration Ruth Hickman, were fined $50 each at
Judge (!. A. Richardson of Hohwell,
bill favorably reported by the House Murphpsboro, III , on a charge of aswbo went to Washington with Cover
saulting Noah Hickman, an epileptic
Irrigation committee.
nor McDouuld, has returned to the
Released from the Missouri statu state. The object of both gentlemen
leaves of absence to attend (he convention of the National Association of penitentiary after twenty one years' was to present the matter of drift
Imprisonment. Simon Regley, 70, a fences to the proper authorities, it Is
Postmasters of first and second-clasoffices, to be held at St. Paul, Minn.. physical and mental wreck, said he believed the subject has been disposed
Aug.
have been (ranted by Post- would rather spend the rest of his days of to the satisfaction of all Interested.
In prison.
master General Burleson
The Catholic colonization Society
Charges against Associate Justice
An r Ik hi pound baby boy was born
Wright of the Suprome Court of the to Or. and Mrs. Richard Derby of New of ( blcago is inspecting land under
Elephant Butte dam project for
tutted States for the District of Co- York, who wus Miss Ethel Roosevelt, the
purpose
(he
of picking out sites for
daughter
Col.
youngest
of
Theodore
lumbia, on which Impeachment was
Other sections of
demanded, will be referred to a sub- Roosevelt. The Derbys were married Herman colonies.
the state under Irrigation projects will
in April, 1913.
committee to Investigate
also be inspected before final deciMrs. Pauline l,eroy French waa sion Is rendered as to where they will
Two representatives of Felix Diez
granted a divorce from Amos Tuck locate.
l'edio Del Vllar and Orillo O. on
startled (he Senate foreign relations Kiein h, New York banker, by Justice
The state coal mine Inspector, Rees
committee by proposing that the Harrows In the Superior Court at
I'ulte.l Stalls back Olas In a new revo- Newport, It. I. Neglect to próvido waa H. Beddow, recently Issued a report
lution in the hope of bringing peace alleged and no defense was made by on the Industry in New Mexico. Un(o Mexico.
French.
derground fatalities reached a high
Denial that strikebreakers had been mark the past year owing to the disKarly action on the administration
bill for the development of Alaska's Imported against their will and held aster at the Stag Cañón mine No. 2,
vast coal resources was forecaat when as peons, or that they were kept in ig- at Dawson, when 263 men lost their
the House public an is committee sub- norance that there was a strike in the lives. Total fatalities. 288. The totsl
mitted the measure with a favorable district waa made at Houghton to the amount produced during the fiscal
report. A coinm.ttee amendment would congressional committee Investigating year wss 3,134,217 tons. The coke prolimit rights under proposed leases to the Michigan copper strike by Ocha duction amounted to 471,135 tons valThe total value of
mining only, reserving all surface Potter, superintendent of the 8uperlor ued at $1.592,804.
coal and coke being $5,933,000.
mine.
rights to the government.
The State Corporation Commission
Seven known dead; 178 men miss
Secretary Bryan Informed the goving and thought to be Incinerated In Issued certifíceles of authority to the
erning board of the
Insurance Company
union, composed of representatives the ruina and about fifty Injured, wat International Life to
the Kansas Cashere from all American republic, he the toll of a fire which deatroyed the of Salt Lake and Company
of Wichand Insurance
had accepted the Invitation of Chile $1,000,000 building of the Missouri ualtyKan.,
allowing
and would visit Santiago. Chile, next Athletic Club, one of the most exclus- ita, In New Mexico.them to do business
September at the time of the meeting ive organisations of St. Louis.
The attorney general has finished a
confifth
of
the
West,
there
Secretary of
Gov. Oswald
with the state
ference.
State Ben W. Olcott and State Treas- brief which was fUed
Dispatch
to Señor Da Gama, the urer Thomas B. Kay. constituting the Supreme Court in the case of New
vs. Cipriano Garrí and Fran
ambassador frosn Brasil, report condi- Oregon State Board of Control, who Mexico Garcia,
appellants. The Garcisco
In
by
unchanged
quiet
were
and
Rio and
arrested
Commissioner
tion
convicted
in Union county
ware
cia
other Itiee which have been declared O. P. Hoff on a charge of viol ttlng the
manslaughter and took au appeal
law were ordered dis- of
to a state oí stage because of revolu- eight-hou- r
charged by the State Supreme Ooort to the Supreme Court.
tionary activities.
WESTERN.

NEWS.

FOR DYNAMITING PLOTS
ONLY HOPE FOR RYAN AND ASSOCIATES NOW LIES IN AN
APPEAL FOR PARDON.
Wtittrn Newspaper Union Nwa Svrvtes.

Washington.
President Frank M.
and twenty-thremembers of
Bridge and Structural Ironworkers'
Union, convicted In the famous dynamite conspiracy caces, must serve
their jail sentences, the Supreme
Court decided.
The court refused to review their
conviction in the lower federal courts
at Indianapolis and Chicago. Denial of
the writ of review exhausted thjB last
resource of the defendants.
Confessions of Ortle McManlgal and
James B. McNamara, former' secretary
of the union, formed the basis of the
convictions of the defendants who appealed to the Supreme Court. They
were tried and convicted at Indianapolis of conspiracy to transport dynamite in Interstate commerce. Their
conviction was recently affirmed by
the appellate Federal Court at ChiRyan

e

fe?

cago.

Dynamiting of the Los Angeles
Times started the prosecution and disclosures of the alleged wholesale dynamite plots and outrages.
defendSeveral of the twenty-fou- r
ants are now serving Jail sentences,
unable to get bail Originally there
were thirty - two defendants. Tho?
whose cases were under advisement
were Frank M. Ryan, John H. Barry,
Eugene A. Clancy, Michael J. Young,
Frank C. Webb, Philip A. Cooley, John
T. Butler, J. E. MunBey. Peter J.
Smith, Charles H. Baum, Henry W.
Legleitner, Edward Smythe, George
Anderson, Ernest W. Bassey, W. Bert
Brown, Paul J. Morrin, William E.
Reddln, Michael J. Cunnane, Michael
J. Hannan, Murray L. Pennell, Frank
J. Hlgglns, Frank E. Painter, William
Shiipe and Fred Mooney.

VknW
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solved once

for all bv Calumet,
For dally use In millions of kitchens has
proved that Calumet Is highest not only in
quality but in Uaveuing power as well unfailing tn results pure to the extreme end
wonderfully economical in use. Ask you
grocer. And try Calumet next bake day.

Received Highest Awards
Í3SCikM.,111.
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WAR PERIL FORESEEN.

FOREIGN

Fall in U. 8. Senate Demands Immediate Invasion of Mexico.
Washington The Mexican lid was
lifted In the Senate of the United
States by Senator Fall. Republican, of
New Mexico, who urged armed Intervention for the protection of Americans and other foreigners in the
stricken republic.
The gallerleB were crowded to overflowing and remained so for hours,
until Senator Shlveley of Indiana had
spoken for the administration, expressing regret that the Bubject bad
been discussed In open session and
averring that no adequate suggestion
had been offered to compromise the

difficulty.
Testing Nephew's Knowledge.
Senator Fall, in a long narration of
There is a certain old German of
outrages to Americans in Mexico, held
the Interest of the Senate and gallery Wllkesbarre, Pa., whose pride, like
that of many
men, leads him
for more than three hours.
Assailing the policy of the adminis- at times into a sort of patronising contration as Inadequate and declaring descension toward those things he did
that President Wilson knew nothing not "have time tor" when he was makabout real conditions and had been ing his way hi life.
Upon the occasion of the graduation
mistaken in every act of his administration toward Mexico, the New Mex- ot a nephew, he asked:
"Veil, Wllhelm, vot did dey teach
State.
ico senator pleaded for Intervention
for protection of foreigners as the you up there?"
"Greek and Latin," said the boy,
only way to avoid war.
Comes to New Mexico.
"and German and algebra."
Santa Fé. The corporation commis"So, so!" murmured the old GerAlasks Bill to Senate.
sion issued a certificate of authority to
Washington. The conference re- man. "And vot's der algebra for pothe Farmers Irrigated Land Company
tatoes, now?" Youth's Companion.
to operate under the laws of New port on the Alaska railroad bill was
adopted by the House.
Mexico with office at Carlsbad.
if
)
...
MAN CLUBBED TO DEATH.
FOR
Cowboy Fatally Shot.
Roswell.
Another fatal accident Sixteen Strikers Under Arrest for Alleged Murder of Nell 8mlth.
from the carrying of loeded weapons
was recorded when Hugh Long, twenty-seA BILIOUS LIVER
Trinidad. Colo. Sixteen strikers are
ven,
cowpuncher, succumbed to under military arrest In connection
Injuries he received at (he hands of with the alleged murder of Nell
Frank Patterson, eleven years old. Smith, a Forbes miner whose mutilatLong, who worked at Patterson's fath- ed body was found on the Colorado & For siok headache, bad breath.
Sour Stomach and
er's ranch, had asked the lad to take Southern tracks at Suffield siding,
a shotgun nnd scare a big flock of eight miles north of here.
constipation.
blackbirds off the place. When but a
Smith, it Is declared, was beaten to
Long the lad death with clubs and stones, after
from
few feet away
Get
box now.
stumbled and the loaded gnn was dis- which the body was thrown on the
No odds how bad your liver, stomach
charged into the cowpuncher's torn tracks to concesl the crime.
or bowels; how much your heed
act. He was rushed to a hospital, but
The arrests were made after a posse nenes, how miserable and uncomfortdied within ten hours.
with the aid of blood hounds had fol- able you are from constipation, Indigeslowed tacks leading from where the tion, biliousness and sluggish bowels
body was found to the strikers' tent
Convicts Escape.
you always get the desired results
with Cascareis.
Santa Fé. No news has been heard colony at Forbes.
prisoners
In
of
are
held
the
Thirteen
Don't let your stomach, liver and
concerning the two convicts, Camilo
Gonzales and Ricardo Alva, who broke the county Jail and three in the city bowels make you miserable.
Take
Cascarete
put an end to the
away from the road camp at San Jail.
headache,
biliousness, dlsslnees, nervMarcial.
Hill's Nomination Rejected.
ousness, siok, sour, gassy stomach,
Washington.
The
of backache and ail other
nomlnstlon
distress;
Contract for VermeJo Bridge Let,
Adolph P. Hill to be postmaster at oléense your inside organs ot
all the
Santa Fé. State Engineer James A. Santa Fé, New Mexico, waa rejected bile, gaaee and
matter
French while at Raton awarded the by the Senate. An adverse report had which Is producingconstipated
the misery.
contract for the bridge across the Ver- been made by the postoffice combox means health, happimeJo river for $8,755.
mittee.
ness and a olear head for months.
Mo more days of gloom and distress
if you will take a Cas caret now and
Big Checks For Treasury.
BELIEVE THIRTY DEAD
then. All stores sell Cascarets. Don't
Col.
a
Chaves,
Sunt F6
Jacobo
head
IN CLUBHOUSE FIRE forget the children
their little ls
of Insurance, is
of the department
gtdee need a cleansing, too. Adv.
smiling over a check of $20,504.94,
St. Louis, March 10. Seven persons
which he made out to the state treasWhen a
jilts s young msn she
are known to be dead, twenty-fou- r
are may do himgirl
urer. It represents collections made
a great kindness but he
tor
twenty-ninunaccounted
and at least
doesn't realize It until later.
by Col. Chavee's depsrtment.
Injured In a tire that destroyed
The Stale Corporation Commission
seven-storbuilding of the MisBed Ctass Bag Blue makes the Undress
also turned in checks to the state the
es slothes whiter than
treasury. One was for $1,1(2, repre- souri AthleUc Club, or the twenty-fou- r
Adv
hope
missing,
practically
has
senting corporation fees collected and
Some men reaoh the top "Ml then
the other wss for $3,436, Insurance been abandoned. The property loss Is
dlsxy.
lees.
estimated at more than $$50,000.
Goes to San Juan.
Santa Fé. E. 0. Murphy, hydraulic
engineer for the land classification
board, connected with the United
States Geological Survey, went to San
Juan county to investigate water power possibilities aud also to look into
land withdrawals in San Juan county.
He will also go to other parts of the
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CIMARRON NEWS
aad don
Mark!"

fteWOMAN
U

founded on

Wlijam

nor

oooto-msm- u

Terihune,

C.de Mile's Ploy

and ráimgf

Standlsh and th
CJ"frmn
euvln
thetmelvee tn love,

Woman.
spend a
trial ink na man and wife In a hotel
" Berth TK New Tork under assumed
Woman awaken to th fact
"mee.
that aha doe not lova Btandlah and
ensasrement off. Standlsh rroU.ts
undying devotion
Wanda Kelly, tele
1rl at tha Hotel Keawlck. Wash-'fíSloved y Tom Blah, aon of tha
political boaa of tha houaa. He propoe
marriage d la refused. She Ivés aa
on of har reaaona her determination
to
revenge on Jim Blake for ruining her
fat
muiar. Congressman
X.
Ke'ty.
Congressman Btandlah. Frank
turrad ' lurgent.
Mil, a meaaure In
iflshtlng theofMulllns
the railroads. The
meana to discredit htanJ-IsIn the hope of Dus.ilng tha bill
through
Robertson, nor In It of Jim
Blake, and the latter'! candidate for
speaker of the houae.
to win Btand
an over, and falling, trlea
to dig
threaten
tato hla paat.
Jim Hlake rinde out about
tha episode of five years back at tha
northern New York hotel. He secure all
tn fact except the name of the Woman
and prnpoee to ua th
toy a a club
to force Rtmdlsh to allow the Multlna bill
to pas
Jim Blake lay a trap to secure
the name of the Woman. He tell Miss
Kelly that h Is going to have a talk with
tandlsh. and that at It conclusion the
latter will call up h number on the tele- to war.t the Woman. He offers
Shone Kelly
1100 for that number.
At the
conclusion of the Intervliw with Blake.
Btandlah gat a New York wire and call
Plasa 1001. A few minute later Robertson tells Miss Kelly to call Plasm 1001 and
get hie wife or one of the servante on the
phone Miss Kelly -- efusea to give Jim
Blake th number called by Btandlah.
Blake ha a tory of the Btandlah episode
prepared ready to eend out as soon a the
Woman's name Is learned. Blake's daughter Qrace arrives with her husband. Governor Robertson. Mis Kelly calls on
O race to warn her that her good name
threatened by Impending exposure of
Btandlah and Is Insulted for hsr pains.
Grace appeal to Btandlah to give up the
nght In order to protect her nam. He
refuses. Orace sends for Miss Kelly,
apologises for her miden
and bg
Wanda's aaalstanre. Wanda declarea she
will never betray the Woman.
The
attempts again to force Btandlsh
out of the fight, without success.
Blake
all up the Associated Press to order the
publication of the story, but Is cut off and
communication Is restored too late to get
th story Into the morning papers. Robertson attempts to force Miss Kelly to
reveal the Woman's name. She Is thrsat-enewith Imprlsonmsnt for cutting off
Blake' conversation with the Associated
Preee because of her refusal to give th
number called by Standlsh. Orace admits
that she knows the name of the Woman
and her husband demands that ah tell It.
call-thei-

CHAPTER

XXI.

Jim Blake, Loer.
And io for an Instant they stood. It
Grace, helpless,
Was an odd tableau:
shaking, dumb; Wanda, her arms
clasped protecttngly about the unheeding Woman, who did not so much a
realise their presence nor feel the
warm sympathy of their embrace;
Mark, his triumph tinged with Impatience at his wife's hesitation; Blake,

still gripping the telephone and glowering In angry surprise at the lawyer;
Van Dyke grim, alert, master of the
moment, his lean face set In lines of
unwonted sadness.
And it was Van Dyke who broke the
brief slleitce. His precise dry voice
was tinged by a note of something almost solemn as he addressed Robert-

& kllwxv-

grotesquely. He took an Involuntary
step toward Van Dyke.
The latter
raised a protesting hand.
"Mark," be said, flinching not at all
before the bloodshot fury In the husband's little eyes, "we are here as lawyers, making an Investigation. At last
we have struck the right trail. I am
sorry It leads where It does.
He got no further. At a stride Robertson was beside his wife.
"You hear what this man Insinuates?" he cried thickly "I don't ask
you to foul your Hps by denying It.
I'll attend to him later. But give me
the right to do that by telling the
Woman's name at once."
"Orace!" croaked Blake, his throat
sanded with a horror that he would
not confess, "don't you hear what
they're saying, girl?"
In his harsh eagerneaa, Mark forcibly lifted his wife's bent head and
forced her eyes to meet his.
"What's the matter?" he demanded
sharply. "Why don't you speak? Tell

1"

Van Dyke he lies.

Tells him he lies, I

say! Oh!"
His fierce appeal broke off In a cry
of pain. He had at last raised her
face and had read it. For the briefest
moment be stood stupefied, expressionless.
"Why, Orace!" expostulated Blake,

pitiful bravado. "You're crazy!
You don't know what you're Implying
what you're letting them think. 1
won't believe It. Not a word of It
It's a trick to to "
She caught his shaking hand and
murmured a broken Incoherent syllable or two amid the passion of her

In

sobs.

"Almighty!"
Blake's legs gave way and he
sprawled Inert Into a chair, his head
on his breast. He had all at once
grown old very, very old. Meantime
Robertson had forced his own dazed
brain back Into a semblance of Its
former strong control.
"Van Dyke," he said as calmly as If
he were giving a routine order, "you
will have every trace of this story de
stroyed tonight. It must never get
beyond this room. I can count on
you?"
"Certainly," agreed Van Dyke with
equal coolness.
There was no hint In his voice or
In his manner that Mark's command
entailed the defeat of a bill, the collapse of millions of dollars worth of
stocks, a probably panic on Wall
street and the money Interests' total
If temporary loss of power In congress.
For the moment, the great
corporation lawyer chanced to be also
a man.
On his way from the room. Van
Dyke paused beside Blake's chair.
"Jim," he said hesitatingly, "I'm go- -

Kelly

has
Mark.' he said.
told us that she promised the the
Woman not to tell. When did she
make that promise?"
"What does that matter now T" snap"Miss

.
ped Mark. "We"
"She neve heard of the affair until
early this evening. So it must be

since then that she talked with the
Woman about it Miss Kelly has been
on duty downstairs ever since six
o'clock. She has not left this hotel.
How could she have communicated
with the Woman."
"By telephone.
"I think not," denied Van Dyke, the
cold sorrow in his voice now apparent
to every one. "The Woman Is here
a
In this house."
"So much the better!"
declared
Blake, again picking up the telephone.

It"

r

hard-and-fa-

i

life-wor-

The Hour of Reckoning.
Mark Robertson and his wife, left
alone, together. In the other end of
the great library, faced the situation
for which Grace had so long been preparing and for which her frightened
years of preparation had proved so

useless.
Mark strove for speech. But for the
first time In his roughly aggressive career, suitable words were denied him.
Alternately he longed to tell her In
naked terms what she was and how
utterly he despised her. Again, a
urged htm to reproach
gush of self-pither for the wrecking of bis Ideals, the
blasting of hie happiness. Vanity
coming part way to his aid. he framed
and left unspoken a curt sentence
of farewell. And, In the end, all he
could aay waa:
"Why didn't you tell me?"
It was not what be had Intended to
say. It was banal. It expressed none
of the stark moods that seethed In
him. Yet as she did not answer, h
found himself asking once more:
"Why didn't you tell met"
And now, unknown and unwished
for, there crept Into his bald question
a note that was almost of entreaty.
"Tell you?" she echoed. "Oh, If you
knew how I've wsnted to!"

"Then"

If I've wronged
know you wouldn't.
you "
"If you had loved me as a true woman loves, you would have told me.
You would have had to. You could not
have deceived me like this.
lxve
doesn't feed on lies. It was my right
could
to know everything, so that
decide my own course. Instead, you
have led me Into this trap. There la
no escape now. And It Is too late to
reproach you or to try to make you
realise what you have done. You say
your love for me kept you from telling? Believe that. If It Is sny comfort to you. I "
"You say I don't know what true
bitterly. I'm
love is," she laughed
afraid I can never learn It from you
8o your love has died? Love can't
die, any more than God can die. You
as have never loved me."
1

"I"
"Never.

Good night. I'll stay with father until
you can decide just what you want to
do and on what basts we're to separate. If It would do any good to ask
your forgiveness I'd ask It. That's
all. Good night, Mark."
She held out her hand with a shy
wlstfulnese. He was staring straight
Into her tortured eyes and did not see
the gesture. The hand dropped back
limply to her side, and she moved to
rejoin Blake.
But at the first step, Mark barred
her way She looked at him In tired
wonder.
Ills face was set and hard.
He made no move to touch her. His
voice, when he spoke, grated like a
file, as he forced It between his unwilling Hps.
Grace." he began. "I've told you my
love Is dead. And I lied when I said
It. I planned to put you out of my
life. And, even while I planned. I
kne.w
couldn't do It. It doesn't matter what I want to do or what 1 ought
to do. Out of all this hideous tangle,
blazes forth Just one thing that I must
do whether
want to or not. I must
go on loving you with all my strength
and life.
"Da you mean." she panted wildly,
"do you mean that you can that you

surte, Wanda, with elaborate cara, was
shutting the door behind h .r.
Blake glanced quickly about the
room.
"Yea," eald Wanda, answering the
question tn his look and Jerking her
pretty head back In the direction of
the rooms she had Just quitted. "In
there. I wouldn't worry If I were you."
Jim Blake's grim face took on a
light as Incongruous as the play of
sunset rays on a mummy. The mask
of age and defeat seamed to melt beneath It Ha took an eager step toward the Inner door.
"Just a minute," Wanda halted him.
"You aaked me to wait. If you don't
need me here any longer"
"Yes," hesitated Blake, trouble flitting across th new light In his eyes.
"I wanted to ask you to not to let
Tom know about this. His sister"
TH never tell him," she promised.
"I sent htm away so he wouldn't find

MOTHER! LOOK AT

CHIdSJONGUE

primly. "I'll send
"I didn't aay 'send,' "
Blake. "I said 'bring.' "

cross, feverish, constipated.

If

Syrup

give "California
of Figs"

laxative today save a tick child
Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
A

tomorrow.

sour.
Look at the tongue, mother! If coat-aor your child Is listless, cross,
breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has tore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaapoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, because It Is
perfectly harmless, and In a few hour
all this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waata will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "Inside cleansing" is ofttmes all
that Is necessary. It should be th
Brat treatment given in any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit flg syrup.
Ask at the 'store for a
bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which haa
full directions for babies, children of
plainly
all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
for-srls-

out."
"You're white, clear through," grudgingly admitted Blake. "Will you do
one thing more?"
"What?"
"Bring htm back to ra."
"If I meet him again." she assented
corree tad

I"

"That's different.
"I'm out of politics. My own game
has broken me at laat. I'm old. I
know it now. I never did till tonight
I'm old and 1 want my children around
me."
"I'll tell Tom." she agreed, softened
despite herself by the new suppllance
tn a volca that had never before beer
turned to the uses of entreaty. "I'll tell
him. I'm sure he'll come back to you
when ha understands. Good night,
Mr. Blake."
"There's another thing," he broke
In roughly, staying her departure, "a
thing that Isn't easy to say."
."Then, why say HT"
"like all
"Becauae," he growled,
things that aren't easy to say, It's a
thing that's got to be said. Miss Kelly, hasn't tonight pretty nearly squared
the old debt between you and me?
You and yours have Buffered a lot at
my hands,
nut, alter wnai s Happened here this evening, I guess you'll
admit, as far as suffering goes, you
haven't got much on me. Haven't I
paid? Won't you say we're square?"
"We're we're square, Mr. Blake,"
she returned In a tone she could not
make wholly steady nor impersonal.
"And," pursued Blake, "and Tom?"
"That's different, too," she faltered.

60-ce-nt

Out of Date.

"Isn't she graceful?"
"Yes, but lorriWy old fashioned,
rhe slouch Is all the style nowadays.
BABY

PAINFUL

HAD

ECZEMA

R. F. D. No. 1, Lucorne.
Colo.
"About two years ago my baby, who
iras about four months old at that
time, was afflicted with eczema which
st first appeared on the back of tha
seok and kept constantly enlarging,
rhe ecxema broke out in a rash at
first and it was small and rough and
very red. It itched and burned so
much that he could not sleep well,

xmtlnually turning and twisting hla
head as the eczema was on the back
9f his neck where he tf&uld not get to
It to scratch well. But In rubbing so
much it became red and almost raw.
It seemed very painful as the child
fretted constantly. After some time a
similar
trouble appeared on tha

sheeka.
The Jangle of the telephone
"At last a friend advised ma to try
beside
was
Blake,
who
her.
Soap and Ointment I sent
Cutlcura
up
the Instrument.
the desk, picked
sample
a
for
and this did so much
"Hello." he called Into the transmiWho rood I bought a cake of Cutlcura Soap
"Ye yes she's here.
tter
the Cutlcura Ointment. I nsed
wants her? Oh! Yes, put him on this and
them according to directions and it
wire."
was only a month until the eczema
He lowered the telephone.
well and it soon en"Some one to speak to you, Miss was apparently
tirely disappeared and haa never re
Kelly," he reported.
" (Signed)
Mrs. Carrie M.
Mechanically, she took up the re- - turned.
1913.
28.
Brown,
Mar.
voice
long
by
habit, her
reiver, and,
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
InAl, la n.nfa.aii.iiul Amrtathroughout tha world. Sample of each
.ha
32-Skin Book. Address post-sar- d
Then, turning on Blake, in surprise, trae, with
"Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
she cried:
Why. It's Tom!"
It Was Ever Thus.
Yes," drawled Blake. "So I gathRiff What is your son doing these
ered from the name. I'm glad. Olad
clear down to the ground. For botb lays?
Raff Me. Nebraska Awgwan.
of you. Tell him so, won't you?"
lnter-runte-

...,..

1

1
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The winter sun was butting Its wsy
.
The dawn
over ibe eastern
mercilessly clear.
was bitter-cold- ,
And Into the track of the first white
will"
glittering rays walked a tired man. A
"I mean," he cried brokenly, his
man who that night had won a mighty
smashing to stoms under the victory. A victory that foreshadowed
hammer blows of bis heart, "I mean ihe richest gifts his country could be
there Is nothing In all this world for stow. Helen i: him tne Mllllle HtM't, ti.Ml
me, dear love, away from you! I love liright as that winter's dawn. As .la,
you. And
can't go on without you. zllngly brilliant, and as cold and starkYou are earth and heaven and hell to ly empty.
me. I love you. And I have forgotten
ears, as he
In Matthew Standlsh
everything but that. Girl of my heart, returned toward the loveleBB abode
will you let me make you forget, too? that he hated to call home, still rang
Oh, I love you! I love you!"
echoes of the pandemonium that had
broken loose In the house when the
CHAPTER XXIII.
Mulllns bill hsd gone down to defeat.
"There Is only one lasting victory,"
The Victor?
he muttered disjolntedly to himself,
"They didn't seem exactly to be as he moved onward In the dazzling
hankering after my society In there,"
trail of light. "At the last, It
came won't be the world's applause that the
observed Wanda Kelly, "so
bark."
world's great men will remember. It
Jim Hlake turned from the window will be the love smile of a Woman.
Hind of the telephone girl's pur-- And I shall never have known that
at
What Is the rest worth?"
posely raised voice. Just within the memory.
(THE END.)
threshold from the Inner rooms of th '
sky-line-

self-rontr-

1 didn't dare."
"I didn't dare.
"Truth and honor surely "
"Your love meant more to me than
truth and honor. I sacrificed them to
keep It. I would sacrifice them and
everything else to get It back. Is
thst shameless? Perhaps. The truth
usually Is. If I had told you, you
would never have forgiven me. You

Van Dyke, in gloomy wonder, turned on his chief.
"You have often boasted, Jim," said
he, "that you owe your success to the
fact you see thing Just a second sooner than other people. Don't you understand even yet?"
"No." growled Blake, "I don't. Out
with It, man! What are you trying to
get at? Don't beat about the k)ush.
You're wasting time that we haven't
got."
Van Dyke faced Roberston; hie lean
face working.
"Mark," be said, tapping the duplicate telephone list, "your house in Gathered Her Into Hie Arms
New York Is charged here with two
Though th War a Baby.
calls. We thought It was a mistake
ing over to the capítol.
Shall 1 tell
A wordless gurgle from Jim Blake Mulllns to let the bill come to a
Interrupted him. The telephone was vote?"
"Yes," answered Blake, without stirset down by a hand that shook as
though from palsy. For a single In- ring or so much as looking up
"Yea," he said again, and bis voice
stant the heavy lidded eyes were wholly, starkly unveiled la a glare of un- was dead. "Yes I'm I'm licked."
As Van Dyke opened the dor, Wanbelieving horror. Then they turned
stupidly upon Orace who bowed her da made as though to follow him.
"If you don't need me any further,
head In a spasm of hysterical unchecked weeping before the panic query In Mr. Blake," she said gently, "I'll go "
Blake lifted a palsied hand In negaUwl.-- gase.
Wanda Kelly wound her arma tight- tion.
"In there," he muttered, pointing toer about the heavy body. But Orace
neither felt the contact nor heard the ward the door that led to the Inner
whisper of eager futile comforting. rooms. "1 must speak to you afterBlake stared
his face ward"
When the old man raised his eyes,
greenish and flabby, the stern Jaw
Mark Mark and Orace alone wers left In th
loose, the keen eyes bulging.
Robinson was still frowning perplexed- room with him. Robertson was standing moveless unseeing. Grace
sob
ly at Van Dyke.
"Don't you understand?" pleaded the broke the tense silence, as she fought
weakly for
Blake crossed
latter.
"No, I don't," returned Mark. "What over to her. 8he rose at his approach.
"Daughter," said Blake, almost timhave the two phone calls to my heme
idly, "they've all gone. None of them
Cut to do with
"Suppose the second call were not will tall. But there's on thing we've
got to know. I'm with you, no matter
mistake ?" hesitated Van Dyke.
Robinson's face want purple. The what you've done. But but tell ma
-Ola templa
swelled
that that this waa ail ovar and
open-mouthe-

--

dry-eye-

ccurnwy fflmtrdted urith Pñofcvfian rficPÁy
YNOP8IS.

.

J

MM

before you

married when 1 knew you. I gave you everything.
"rather!"
"I'm trying to make It easy. We've
The Woman faced him in
never bad a real quarrel, you and I.
horror. Every trace of weeping waa Mark. So don't let us wind up our
seared awry by the flame of sudden married life with one, now. You are
Indignation. And, at the sight, Jim In the right I am hopelessly In the
Blake gave a great word list cry and wrong. I have cheated you. I admit
gathered her Into his arms as though It, and I'll accept the consequences. It
she were a baby.
Is In the blood.
There Is much In
"Oh, my lltU girl!" he choked. heredity. My father Is a politician.
Dad's own, own little girl! We've I don't know who my grandfather was.
been tearing your poor heart to pieces And If ha had been worth knowing
and your old father was the bitterest about, I'd know. There is a bad strain
against you. It's all right, I tell you. running through the family. It cropped
girl. It's all right. Dad'll see you out In me. Yes, I have cheated you.
through. You shan't be bothered. You had the right to demand in our
terms th
There, there! Oh, don't cry like that, bargain the
world has decreed: All of a wife's life
darling. Don't!"
a
His voice grew husky. Leaving her in exchange for-- frayed and battered
remnant of her husband'. I can't
abruptly, he crossed to Robertson.
"Mark." he faltered, avoiding his meet those terms, though I tried to
eye, "you promised to pro-te- fool you Into believing I could. So I
her. This Is the time to do It. It must meekly give up the love whose
waa 'for better, for worse.' If that price I can't pay. Don't let's make It
vow la any good at all, It's a good harder by having a scene over It
for 'worse' a for 'better.' Mark be
gentle with her, boy."
Slowly, with bent shoulders and
dragging step Blake made his way to
the big room's farthest end. There, in
the window's embrasure, out of earshot, bis back to the others, he halted.
Drawing
aside the curtains he
glanced out Into the night. The gloom
of the sleeping city was below and
around him. But, In one black mass,
tiers upon tiers of garish lights)
glowed.
There, In the capítol, the (HIM
HI
'
Mulllns bill waa coming to a vote.
by
There, Matthew Standlsh, freed
a
miracle from the tolls that craftier
men had woven about him, was winning the victory which waa to clear
for biin the pathway to the very summit of political power.
Hut be found bis subconscious self
straying from the picture he was so
ruthlessly drawing. His mind would
not fix Itself on the lighted oapltol and
the wrick of his
but crept
over back Into the dim room behind
him. Even his tongue tricked him.
For when he would have made It recite further the tale of his losses. It
muttered brokenly:
"My own little girl I Dad's own,
own little girl!"
'Havsnt I Paid? Won't You Say
We're Square?"
CHAPTER XXII.
with- -

Constipation causes many serious disis thorough!, cured by Doctor
Pierce' Pleasant Pellets. One a lsxstiva,
three for cathartic. Adv.

tase. It

Reckless promises

soon

make

s

man friendless.

WHAT $10 DID

1

Ice-col- d

1

i

FOR THIS WOMAN
The Price She Paid (or Lydia
E.Pinkham'B Vegetable Compound Which Brought
Good Health.

-

Danville, Va. " I have only spent tan
dollars on your medicine and I feel so
!' much better
tnan i
did when the doctor
was treating me. I

don't

suffer

any

bearing; down pains
at all now and I sleep
well. I cannot say
enough for Lydia E.
Plnkhrm's Vegetable Compound and
Liver Pills as they
have done so much
for me. 1 am enjoy
ing good health now and owe It all to
your remedies. I take pleasure in tolling my friends and neighbors about
them."-M- rs.
MatTTB HAlbT, 6m
Street, Danville, Va.
No woman suffering from any form
of female troubles should losa hop until she has given Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound a fair trial
This famous remedy, the medicinal
Ingredients of which are derived
from native roots and herbs, haa for
forty years proved to ba a most valuable tonic and in vigorator of tha feWomen every where
male organism.
bear willing testimony to the wonderful
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound.

It Is the custom to expose the
see now that you didn't. PRAISED WORK OF CANNIBALS where
bodies of the dead for disposal by
For you don't know what love mean.
beasts and birds Hut where the disI lived
for you. Every thought and Hnry M. Btanlay Found Them Fslth-fu- l
ease Is of so loathsome a nature as
word and act of mine was shaped for
Intelligent
snd
Follower,
to repel nature's scavengers the body
you. And for you alone.
knew you.
Trustworthy.
is eaten by the priests, which shows
I knew
your faults, your follies, your
that official piety haa Its uses.
I
you
savagery.
loved
for
And
brute
Henry M Stanley waa among the
was
good
as
for
as
well
the
that
them
Hi.-- ,
to negative the prevailing Idea
Ought to Be, Anyhow.
In you. Hut what was It you loved?
was the mark of a
cannibalism
that
At dinner Mollie gated for a long
you
The woman
married or a
aln
original
special allotment of
time at a bachelor guest, and then exaalntly reputation? If you cared among aborigines.
In fact be pre- claimed:
only for the reputation that Is gone
because of tbelr
ferred
"Mother, what Is an old bachelor?"
But If you loved me the greater cannibals
forever.
Intelligence and greater fidelA frown was the only reply.
But a
woman I am then I've been everyity Now we have the opinion of Mr. laugh burst forth from the assembled
thing you thought I was and wanted To.
day, who has Just returned from company when Motile answered tha
me to ba ever slnee the first moment
In question to suit herself.
you had the right to think of me at all. the neighborhood of Lake Tehad
"Oh, I know!
An old bscbalor Is
I gav
you my life, from that time on equatorial Africa. He says tbat he
If you have the slightest doubt
unescortan
virtually
and
was
unarmed,
old maid's husband!"
Lydia K. I'ink ham's Vegetathat
and forever. And It has been all your.
ed except by one friend and twenty
Com pound will help you, write
ble
Before then. It was mine."
porters who. were all can-i- '
Plsasant for Mamma.
to Lydia E. Pink ham Medici ne Co.
"And yet you let ma believe It waa Blmbalaland
' And what did my little darling do
i. ..is.
Ha says they were "the most
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for adUfa your
everything your whole
devoted and reliable companions I In srhool today?" a mother asked of vice. Your letter will be opened.
first lova.'
cor- har youngest son -- a second grader.
Hill and anawered by a woman
"It was. All that was worth the could over wish to have In a tight
cannibalism
practice
of
"We had nature study, and It was my
ner."
The
held in strict confidence.
had
All
giving.
ever been worth
that
turn to bring a specimen," said tha
the giving. It waa my self. Ob, can't was originally confined to the bodies
you see that a woman's body and of relatives and was Intended as a boy." "That was nice What die you
11
mi
do?
"I brought a oockroach In a
heart and soul belong not to her first mark of respect. Enemies were eaten
Probbad
I
we
told
valor.
tn
lots
and
bottle
teacher
their
order
absorb
to
lover but to har first love? No woman
M laSss. saMSvOrsssfc.
cao aven gusas what love Is until she ably the most degradad form of can mora and If aha wanted I wouttf bring
day-every
has found It Aa4 I found It anil ulualleui Is to ba found in Thibet ona
I
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engaged in that business the stock
will come through in good condi-
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Owner

640 Homstead

The

by next fall.
NOTICE

matter September 3. igio, at the pos I office at Cimarron
N. M.. under the act ol March 3. 1879."

THE CIMARRON PUBLISHING.

Ilegal Notices
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Bill

Congressman Fergusson has one of his pot hills before
the house of representatives and the senate at the present
time. He is also Ieinj assisted in the passage of the hill
by Senator Fall and Assistant Secretary of the Interior A.
A. Jones. The hill calls for an act to enlarge the present
homestead law to 640 acres from the law of recent date,
the 320 acre filing, so ably drawn and promulgated by
Representative Mondell of Wyoming. The hill is in itself
a very favorable one to the farmer or the man who has a
desire to make and build a home. But to develop the state
and the entire western semi-arilands it is not worth the
paper it is written on. It is the masterpiece of the
Fergusson legislation.
A. A. Jones the present assistant secretary of the Interior, has another plan. Give each homesteader as much
land as he 'wants from which to make a living with a reasonable degree of success, even though it takes 20,000
acres. The folly of such a law can be seen when it is
that one man cannot under ordinary conditions
farm more than 160 acres of land, semi-arid- .
Irrigable
land is of a different nature, and does not come under this
head.
It has l)een proven, not only in the states north and
land has been taken up by
northeast where semi-ari- d
homesteaders, but also in New Mexico, that one man can
not intelligently farm more than 160 acres, giving him
under present law 160 for pasture, where his stock can
run. The 640 acre homstead law as planned by Mr.
will create more hard times in New Mexico than
the period through which we are now passing.
The trouble lies not with the land in New Mexico, hut
with the men who call themselves farmers who file on the
land, and after having proved up, they leave for oth'er
places and list their homestead with the real estate agent
for sale. Such farmers could not make a living in the
Garden of Eden, with a fence around it. The greatest
trouble is that there are not enough experiment farms in
regions of New Mexico and the other parts
the semi-ari- d
of the west.
The government will do well, through the Assistant
Secretary of the Interior Jones, to pass a few bills creating schools of agriculture in the west where the farmers
in the east can learn what can be grown on this soil
through scientific culture. Men must be at the head of
these schools who know through actual experience what
can le grown here to the greatest benefit of the homestead
er. When this is accomplished there will be no need of
any larger homesteads than the 320 acre plan, much less
the 20,000 acres idea of Mr. Jones, who has lived long
enough in this state to know hetter than to make such an
d
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The streets are being repaired as
rapidly as the funds will allow.
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Office Furniture and Supplies

Globe-Wernick- e

Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sec
tional Book Cases and Unifiles

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Brushes, etc., Carbons and Type
writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Cimarron Publishing Company
Report

Conditional

of

FIRST

the Condition

NATIONAL

of

the

BANK

Cimsrron, in the State o( New Mexico,
at the close of business March 4, igi 4
Ai

.

t

Pardon Is

RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts
162,1124.27
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
uc.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
12,500.00
Banking house, Furniture, and
Fixtures
H,35 5
Due from National Hanks (not
Governor McDonald on Monday
reserve agents)
4,046.60'
granted a conditional pardon to Due from approved Keserve
Frank Sama, who was convicted of Agents
4.900.92
12.00
perjury and was sentenced to two Checks and other Cash Items.
years to 25 months in the state pen- Fractional anilTaper Currency
Nickels
Cents
60. 55
itentiary. Sama is ol Katon and Spcie
3,113.75
has a family of nine children. Legal Tender Notes 1,420.00
4.SIJ-7There has been sickness in the Redemption fund with U. S.
Treasurer (5 pel cent circulafamily and he lost one of his
tion)
was re-

Granted Sama

.

The pardon
commended by the district iudge,
the district attorney, by the proseassertion.
cuting witnesses and others.
The immigration hill with which congress has been In granting the pardon
Governor McDonald retussling for some time past brings lo light many subjects
quires Sama tu report once a month
daughters.

Total

'

loK.ouf o

LIAHILITIKS.

Capital Slock paid in
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less expenses
and Taxes paid
-.
of the N .it ion.- Hank N.ites Outstand

25,000.00
5,000.00

condi-tionall- y

that have been passsed up for the lack of proper informa- lor a year to the warden
tion. It is not advisable to exclude those industrious penitentiary stating his
s
Swedes Norwegians and Germans from the foreign counand his occupation.
tries, lecause they cannot read or write the English langSauia's family is in destitute
uage. They are the most industrious classes of people circumstances.
who develop the country on the globe. They are noted
for their scientific soil ciilture, and as this is the backbone
of prosperity in the Unit rT States it seems as though the
immigration bill that is now being promulgated at Washington is an injustice not only to those sturdy farmers but
Geo. Crocker came down from
chiefly to this country.
his Ute Park ranch Tuesday to atwheYea-bout-

Local News

tend to business matters and renew
old acquaintances.
He is recovering nicely from the accident about

The Vermejo Ksnch situated in Colfax
Men and teams were put to work county. New Mexico, as shown in the
the first of the week hauling shale Deeds for said land, which were recorded
on the streets from the hill near in the office of the county clerk of Colfax
Maxwell Land Grant Co.
the river. Shale has been used county, from the
to Mary W. Bartlett, May 5th, 1002 and
quite extensively on the streets in September 25th, 1902. has been created a
the past and has prr ven one of the game and fish preserve under the laws of
best materials with which to build New Mexico and licenses duly issued. Unpermanent highways, and as shale der said licenses, all game quadrupeds,
v
anffl game fish become the
cm be had here by the million" of game birds
of the owner and no fishilfg or huntloads for the digging, there seems ing on said Vermejo Ranch will he perto be no plausible reason why Cim- mitted without written permission from
arron should not have the best the owner or his au horited agent.
William H Harllett.
streets and highways in the state.

I

12.50c.oo

Individual Deposits subject to
check
39.9"O-7Time Certificates ol deposit.
23,924. 5
Cashier s Checks outstanding.
191.98
Liabilities oiber than those above
stated Deprtciation Fund
Total
State of New Mexico,
County ol Colfax.

t.

How's This?

prose-cutado-

mu-i-o-

iug
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AVISO
H Kancho de Veimejo situado en el
Condado de Colfax. Nnevo Mexico, como
Landmarks
esta registrado en el otencina del secretario de el Condado de Colfax de la compañía
Kellogg, Idaho. Edward Cornelius,
de el Maxwell Land Grant a Mary VV.
an old resident of Murray, has been
Hartlett el dia 5 de Mayo. 1902 y el dia
working on the Kellogg sewer, appar
de Septiembre, es uu preservo de caza
for $3 a day, but In reality, be 25
y (leseado bajo las leyes de Nuevo Mexico
says, be has been working
to locate
y las licencias dado.
Bajo dicho licencias
SS5.0UU which he burled In a Dutch
oven, and which he has never been lodos animales, pájaros y pescados de caza son la propiedad del dueño y no darán
able to find.
Iu 1883 he and his partner left Monpermiscios para cazar en dioho rancho de
tana for the uew gold country around Vermejo sin permicion escrito del dueño
Murray. They loaded Ihelr packhorses,
William H. Hartlett.
he sayti, with 185 .000 iu gold, all in 120
money
"Id pieces, planning to use this
to buy up ail available placer country,
NOTICE
which was reported to be unusually
The Vermejo Kanch having been made
rich.
They carr e down the Prospect Creek a game and fish preserve under the laws
rail and over the Muliau road, down of the State of New Mexico, and as it desirable to preserve and increase the game
.0 what is now Kellogg.
They there heard that the country and fish thereon, notice is hereby given
'or which tbey were headed was not that no permits (or shooting or fishing will
is rich as first reported, and as the be issued for the next three years.
country was full of gold hunters and
William H. Hartleli.
was wld and rough, they decided to
:ache their gold. Cornelius says, and
jo Into the Murray country to InvestiAVISO
gate before making any bargains to
El
Rancho
de
Vermejo es un preservo
buy the placer ground.
The gold was hidden In the flat de caza y pescado bajo las leyes del estado
which extends from the Kellogg depot de Nuevo Mexico y como queren preser.0 the Hunker Hill and Sullivan milla, var y acrecentar la caza y los pescados dan
t Is asserted, and the gold hunters aviso aqui que no darán permiscios para
narked the spot by blazing a Br tree -- azar por tres anos.
md two pine trees, burying the gold
William H. Hartlett
u a Dutch oven In the center of this
'.riangle.
Cornelius and his partner remained
n the Murray country for a year, and
NOTICE.
jn their return to dig up their money
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
tud quit the country they found a lire Colfax county, whether for
the purpose of
aad swept the district and eliminated
very landmark. The pair searched hunting, fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cutting lire wood, or for any purpose whatsofor days and Anally gave It up.
On several occasions Cornelius has ever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
returned and made a hunt without
It was when he learned that the full extent of the law.
'he sewer excavation would extend
(Signed)
WILLIAM FKENCH.
'hrough the ground In which he burled
for W. B. Land & Cattle Co.
Ills money 30 years ago that he came
to Kellogg, took up his pick and
ihovel, and kept bis eyes open. The
AVISO.
work along this section Is completed,
HI trespasar dentro del pasten del W. S.
and Ctfrnellus Is ready to return to
Murraj v, ithout having found the en el Candarlo de Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o corta! maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
We offer One Hundred Dollars fin sin permiso; se prohibe est riciameni
s
Reward for any case of Catarrh c equellos que asi traspasaren serán
al lleno de la ley.
that cannot be cured by Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
Por (Hrimadq) WILLIAM FRENCH,
F. J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo. O.
la Compnaia de Keoas del W, S.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
him perfectly honorable In all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out any obligation! made by his firm
NOTICE.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo, O.
All tresspass on the J. M. Heel
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and
surfaces of the system. Testimonials ranch, in Cultax County, whvthe.
sent free. Price 7S cents ner bottle Sol.l
by all Druggists
lor the purpose ot hunting, fishing,
Hans f amily pilla for constipation.
pulling
Hid the Gold In Dutch Oven In 1833,
but Fire Destroyed the

fe
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SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers
Carry

"

I, A. W, Vasey, cashier of the above
named bank, do solemly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
A. W. Vasey. Cashier.

a full line of

COFFINS and CASKETS
TELEPHONE 20
,

ClMAKKON,

N. M.

If Villa and President Huerta of Mexico really'mean
business, why don.t they both resign and turn the governSubscribed and sworn to before me
ment over to the people? The fact is that one is a thief four weeks ago, when a horse which this nth day of March, 1914
Geo. K. Kemley, Notary Public.
L. S. Wilson
and the other a rohler. and each is worried that bis com- he was riding fell with hi injurII H Chandler,!'. R. Hats
ing his left leg.
C. K. Van Houten, Directors.
petitor will secure the greatest boodle. And from what
Attorney-at-La- w
can he seen it seems evident that the Mexican people are
not capable of
So there the trouble lies. Mr. and Mrs. ü. F. Matkin on The First National Hank ol this Raton,
New Mexico.
Saturday evening were hosts at a city has its financial report in this
It is a game of checkers from the first to the last.
dancing party to about thirtv of issue of the News. The report at
11

Correct-Attes- t

t.

After dancing to the
thms of music from the
master hand of Mrs. Matkin, the
chance. Young man should you have any political aspira- guests partook of a dainty lunch- tions just keep on sawing wood and the public will find out eoo. Ibe evening will long be resoon enough that you are a fit subject for a certain office. membered as one of the social
functions of the season.

this time is one of the best in the
state of any institution the size ot
the bank in Cimarron, The bank
is in a flourishing condition and
one of the substantial institutions
in the county.
Its officers and directors are among the most substantial men in the commuuity.

Clerk of (be District Court John
Boyle, with the asaistance ot Sher
Senator Fall has given congress a list of nearly one iff Hixenbaugh, drew from the jury
hundred outrages committed on American citizens in Mex- wheel at the clerk's office Tuesday
ico since the revolution started. The senator is lent on morning a sufficient number of
restoring peace in Mexico, even though at the risk of names of qualified electors of the
American soldiers. If we recall right, the Americans were county to constitute the grand and
petit luries for the spring
of
informed to leave the revolutionary republic, so that thei court, which opens Monday.termMay

general snow visited this section of the country Tuesday and
Wednesday that will le of much
benefit to the cattle ahd sheep men.
it will have a tendency to start the
grass on the range growing for the
livestock. At present the stock on
the range is rather thin but with
the spring aud summer raoutbs so
near at band it is believed by those

The time is fast coming lefore election that candidates will say for themselves give a young man a

their friends.

sweet

The young man who always wants a chance, never will Incapable of fulfilling the duties he is now performing.
That is one of the secrets of the political organizations.

trouble lies with them and not with this government.

4tb.

1

A

wild fruit, or cutting fire
wood, or for any purpose whatso"
ever, without leave, is strictly prohibited, and all tresspassers will
be prosecuted to the full extent of
the law.
(Signed)
J. M. Heck.

NOTICE

Whereas, our ranch situated on the
headwaters of the Costilla River, Taos
county. New Mexico, having been made a
game and fish preser- - under the laws of
the State of New Mexico, known as "The
Costilla Came and Fish Preserve" and
Whereas, the object of said game and fish
preserves being for the protection of game
and fish and their increase, therefore, notice is .hereby given that no permits (or
hunting, shooting or fishing, will be issued
during the nest three years.
The Adams Cattle Company,
By H. W. Adams, General Manager.
AVISO

Dr. L. Locke
Dentist
Springer, New Mexico.
Will be in Cimarron to do
your dental work, from
April o to 26.
1

Tor cuanto nuetto rancho situado en la
cabezo del Kio Costilla, Candado de Taos
Nuevo Mexico, e un preservo de cas y
pescados bajo las leyes del estado de Nuevo Mexico conosido por el nombre da "El
l'resei vo de caza y pescado de Costilla,''
y por cuanto el objecto de dicho preservo-d- e
caza y -- recado es por el protecioo y el
apacentamiento del pescado.
Por ata
razón dan aviso que no darán permicios
para cazar durante tres anos.
The Adams Cattle Company,
Hy H. W. Adams. General Manager.

The News

Office with Dr. Marten news when it

gives the
is news.

Do You Want This Metz Car?
Answer This In Your Own Presence
We know your answer, and we also know why
you haven't entered your name in the contest.
You thought you couldn't be successful; but we
know better. You CAN win this car with but
little effort; but YOU must try-an- d
that at once.
Just think of it; A METZ CAR is yours for a
little work. Mail the nomination blank now.
We have staked our

This contest started

repu-

tation back of this Automobile Contest and cannot
go back on our word now.

, and covers
Jan.
Colfax County. This
is just the opportunity
you have been looking for, and we have
placed it at your feet.
The News sells for
$2 a year. A word
1

500,000 votes must be received at our office, when
the car will be awarded to
the young lady or woman
having the greatest number

Write and let us send you
a receipt book and other
information, so you can get
Do it now.
a good start.

to the wise is sufficient.

jpmlgsjssss

Write today

Each
new subscription counts looo votes and all renewals 5oo votes after Jan. 17.
For more information
Fill out the nomination blank for yourself or for a friend of yours.
1-y-

ear

Nomination Blank

AddreSS.

7

Th Cimarron News Great Autombile Contest

Good for 1000 Votes
When Filled and Mailed to this paper.

as an eligible candidate in the Cimarrón News Auto Contast

Cimarron News,

Signed
Addreaa
No candidate will be credited whh votes secnred on more tbau
one nominat on blank

aO1
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CIMARRON NEWS.
unicxen ana Oysters,

IRELAND'S PATRON SAINT

THE PRESIDENT'S

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

WILSON

8AY8 TOLL EXEMPTION
ECONOMIC
POLICY.

18 MISTAKEN

ka apa per Union Nawt
DENVER MARKETS.

We-ta-

MESSAGE

CANAL

Cttl.

Beef steers corn fed, food
$7.601IR.B0
to choice
Beef steer, cornfed, fair
6.75ft 7.M)
to good
Beef steers, pulp fed, good
7.2GI&8.00
io choice
Beef steers, pulp fed, fair
6.50 7.25
to good
Beef steers, bav fed. good
7.00 7.80
to choice
Beof steers, hay fed. fair to

Executive Tall Lawmakers Repeal of
Exemption Clauae Is Neceeeary
to Hold Reepect of
Powers.
For-elg-

Western Newepaper Union Newe Service.

Washington, March 6. For tha
sixth time during his years Incumbency of the White House, President
Wilson personally appealed to Con6.25fiT.OO
good
6. 50 7. 25 gress, assembled In Joint session, to
Heifers, prime cornfed
Cows and heifers, cornfed,
UBtain the national honor of the Unit
good to choice
,
6.00iff75 ed States, In upholding treaty obliga- Cowa and heifers, cornfed,
5.2üi fi.i.u tlons by repealing the Panama tolls
fair to good
exception against which Great Britain
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
good to choice
5.90fítb.tu protests. He asked Congress to do
Cows and heifera, pulp fed.
"in support of the foreign policy
lair to good ....... A... 5.TOW&.W that administration" and added that
of the
Cowa and heifera, hay fed.
an exemption for American ships not
5.50 Sí t i
gooi to choice
Cows and heifera, hay fed,
only was a "mistaken economic pols.QQM.wi icy" but waa In contravention of the
fair to eood
Canners and cutters
3.754 '5
treaty. President Wil
7.50 ? 10. oO
Veal calves
Bulls
4.756.75 son's address, the shortest he has yet
5.0006.60
Ahrh
delivered to Congress, exactly 420
i
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feeders ana
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mon to air

6.50
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feeders

6.5007.50

stockers, com

B.oiwo.io

Hogs.

8.406 b.50

Hood hogs

words, was aa follows:
"Gentlemen of the CongresB 1 have
come to you on an errand which can
be very briefly performed, but I beg
that vou will not measure its im
portance by the number of sentences In which I state it. No

Hoarseness

Have you got hoarseness that
Or do you get hoarse
continues?
once in a while, whenever you get
the slightest cold?
Hoarseness means a catarrhal
oondltlon of the vocal cords. The
vocal corda are way down In tha
larynx and when affected by
hoarseness should cause serious
concern.
Peruna has been found to be an
excellent remedy for such cases.
We have received testimoníale
from responsible people who have
been relieved of hoarseness by
Peruna. Should you want to read
a lot of excellent testimonials on
all subjects write for the

"ILLS

of Life"

sent free by the Peruna Co.

Co-

lumbus. Ohio.
Peruna oan also be obtained In
tablet form. Aek your druggist.
or send to us direct.

BOOTH-OVERTO-

N

Dyspepsia
Tablets
imnUaiel.
Fermentation,
stop
InteaUnal

n.fin.. riaa mnA " ' '

after ,11ns. Onr,
lie only, 50e. Moner refunded II Uier an
ow aw
bos sate, or write ror Free Bans
TBI laem Brat 11 roa mm.
CO.
trw Ttr
IwrMIUTWI
IfMtfwiJ
It

Melt two tahlespoonfuls of butter la
chafing dish, stir In two rounded
of flour, half a teaapoonful
of salt and pepper to taste. Then add
a pint cf thin cream or rich milk.
Stir until smooth and thick; add a
pint of cold cooked white meat of
chicken or turkey, or any white meat,
such ss veal or lamb cut Into dice. Also a pint of oysters carefully toaated
and drained. Cook until the oysters
plump up, 'hen serve on toast with a
spoonful of finely chopped, crisp celery
sprinkled on top.
table-spoonfu-

Miner Remembers Former Friend
Chicago
Dr. K. 8. Hlgley has re
ceived word that be has inherited
from Charles Froellch. Australian miner, whom he befriended
thirty yeare ago with an $800 1'ian In

Nebraska
A Rich Msn's Views.
"So you are opposed to grand opera
at popular prices!"
"Yes; next they'll be having terrapin at popular prices and orchids at
bargain ratee. And then what Interest will a rich man have In life."

Mrs. Bteveneon Scores Enemy in Will.
Santa Barbara, Cal. Mrs. Robert
Louis Stevenson's will, disposing of an
estate valued at $120,600, was filed for
PIONEERS OF THE FRONTIER probate here recently by Lloyd
her son. Under its terms the
Men and Women Were estate goes to Mrs. Stevenson's daughThose Who Carved an Empire
ter. Mrs. Isabel Strong, with InstrucFrom Wilderness.
tions to pay Lloyd Osburne $300 a
month for life. Another provision of
No doubt the "run of the continent" the will read: "To Catherine DurAmerihas improved the fiber of the
ham Osbourne, of Incredible ferocity,
can people. Of course, the well estab- who lived on my bounty for many
lished and the Intellectuals had no mo years, at the same time pursuing me
tive to seek the west; but In energy with malicious slander, I leave $5.
and venturesomeness those who sought
Slightly Affected by the Weather.
the frontier were superior to the
average of those in their class who
Mother Tommy, what was the
stayed behind. It was the pike rather golden text at Sunday school todayT
L.et
Alaska)
than the carp that found their way
Tommy (who lives -In
Now, In the main, me see. un, yes;. "Many
are com.j
out of the pool.
those who pushed through the open but few are frozen." Judge.
door qf opportunity left more children
THE TOTAL STATE DEBTS.
than their fellows who did not. Often
themselves members of large families, Preliminary Census Figures Show Inthey had fecundity, as It were, in the
crease of Fifty Per Cent In Decade.
blood. With land abundant and the
Preliminary figure
Washington.
outlook encouraging, they married made public by the director of the
In the narrow Ufe of the
earlier.
census, W. J. Harria, show that the
young West, love and family were
of the forty eight
stronger interest than in the older total Indebtedness
of the union, less sinking fund
states
Thanks
society; hence all married.
assets, on June 30, 1913. was $342,215,-00to cheap living and to the need of
or
an increase of $107342,000,
helpers, the big family was welcomed.
50 per cent over the total ten
Living hy agriculture, the West knew nearly
ago.
little of cities, manufactures, social years
Including sinking fund assets, the
rivalry, luxury and a serving class, all
or
From total debt amounted to $419,157,000,
foes of rapid multiplication
repre$19,000,000
sum
which
about
by
People,"
Origins of the American
debt.
Prof Edward A. Ross, In the Century. sented the floating
The total debt of Massachusetts, the
report said, represented 23.2 per cent
A Clue.
states In the United
Thornton had been taught never to of the debt of allWyoming
and Oregon
Iowa.
States.
up
to
Uve
to
intended
tell tales, and he
of 1 per
Ibbs
bad
than
each
was
teaching,
but sometimes it
his
states,
all
the
of
of
debt
the
cent
hard work.
as"Thornton," said his mother one eve while Pensylvanla'g sinking fund
New
ning, "I left a dish of chocolate pep sets, exceeded the total debt.
permints on my table this afternoon York had 25 per cent of the total for
states.
and there isn't one there now. Have the thirty-eigh- t
you and Gerald eaten them?"
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
"I haven't eaten one," replied the
n j Kxnrrt
boy stoutly, "but" then he remera
lit your Films for k i
Rnd only.
The boob of the Brownie fres
work
bered he must not be a talebearer.
Denver Photo Materials Co.
he continued, per
Well, mother,
Colorad
haps, If you'd better just smell Ger- (Kastmaa Kodak Ce.) Deever.
ald, and I guess then you'll know all
about It!" Illustrated Sunday Maga
zine.
e.

d

communication I have addressed to
the Congress carried with It graver or
lmpllcatlona to the
6.75W7.25 more
Lambs
4.50ft 5.26 interest of the country, and I come
Ewe
6.006.50 now to speak upon a matter with re
Yearlings (light)
6.26 5 75 gard to which I am charged In a peWethers
Feeder lamba, F. P. R. ...6.756.50 culiar degree, by the Constitution
3.5004 25 itself, with personal responsibility.
Feeder ewes. F. P. R.
2.00 5.00
Stock sheep
"1 have come to aBk for the repeal
of that provision of the Panama Canal
Hay.
of August 24, 1912, which exempts
i (F. O. B Denver, carload price.)K. O. Act
engaged in the coastwise trade
vessels
Ireland thanks to the saint's eloquence and fervor, became a Christian coun-17,
(Prices Paid by Denver Jobbera
try. His grand work accomplished St. Patrick died at Downpatrlck, March
of the United States from payment of
B., Track Denver.)
K. It Is said.
Colorado upland, per ton. . 12.50 13.50 tolls, and to urge upon you the justice
Nebraska upland, per ton. 10.50 11.50 the wisdom and the large policy of
Colorádo
.. A .. A.. A ájfe Second
bottom
such a repeal with the utmost earnestAá&ÁAiaAAáAi
per ton . .10.001100 ness of winch I am capable.
Nebraska,
and
HIS GREAT LOVE
A
PRAYER.
q
14.0015.00
Timothy, per ton
"In my own judgment, very fully con
10.00
9.00
Alfalfa, per ton
formed, that exFOR HIS PEOPLE
(By St. Patrick, Apostle of Iré
South Park, choice per ton 14.50 15.50 sidered and maturely
11.00 emption constitutes a mistaken eco. 10.004
Vallev.
ton.
I.uia
Ran
Der
Hill.)
land,
at Tara's
2
GuunlBon Valley, per ton. 12. 500) 13. 50 nomic policy from every point of view,
foury
Straw, per on
and Is, moreover, in a plain contra
At Tara today! the strength
St. Patrick's Confession Shows
vention of the treaty with Great BritGrain.
of God pilot me; the power of
ain concerning the canal, concluded on
How Ardently He Longed for
God preserve me; the wisdom of
Wheat, choice milling. 100 Iba. ..1.32 November 18, 190?.
i
God instruct me; the eye of God
Rye. Colo., bulk. 100 lb
Their Welfare.
"But I have not come to you to urge
L4o
Wyoming oats, sacked
watch over me; the ear of Qod
I have come to
mv Dersonal views.
Corn chop, sacked
hear me; the word of God give
state to you a fact and a situation.
.1.37
sack
Corn,
in
God
of
me sweet talk; the band
"Whatever may be our own differ..1.20
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs.
Epistle Hae Been Declared Worthy of
defend me; the way of God
of opinion concerning this much
ences
the
of
Teachers
of
the
the Greatest
guide me. Christ be with me;
measure, its meaning is not
debated
Flour.
a
Word Breastplate of Prayer
Christ before me; Christ after
2.16 debated outBlde the United States. Ev
. .
Colo.,
net
Standard
me; Christ In me; Christ under
Short Litany Hie 8ynod.
erywhere else the language of the
me; Christ over me; Christ on
treaty Is given but one Interpretation,
Dressed Poultry.
my
loved
on
my
Patrick
St.
Christ
right
yearningly
hand:
22
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fancy D. P
Turkeys,
and that Interpretation precludes the
HOW people may be learned from
side;
on
this
left hand; Christ
15 tj W
Turkeys, old toms
exemption I am asking you to repeal
Confes16 (l 17
Christ on that aide; Christ at
the following passage In hie
Turkeys, choice
We consented to the treaty; Us Ian
!
my back; Christ in the heart
f 1C
sion, worthy of St, Augustine or 8t.
Hens, large
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Hens, small
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20
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Springs, lb
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for th sake of my God. whom I love,
a nation to
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16
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Christ in the
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9
a reading the worda of our promises
Boosters
son who hears me. At Tara, toand captives for his Bake, even though
Just because we have power enough to
power
day, I Invoke the mighty
I ahould never receive burial, or each
Then the Apparatus Is in Demand.
L we Poultry.
give us leave to read them as
A visitor was being shown through
of the Trinity 8alvation is the
member of my body should be most
15
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fancy
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club. The chief
Lord's salvation la the lord's.
horribly thrown to the doga and wild
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thing we
1
salvation, O Lord, be alwaya
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gymnastic department. However, there
feed upon It." (Par. J4)
Decks
withdrawal from a position every was a cheaply equipped gymnasium
16
5
with us!
His Confession enda with these
Cieese
wheie questioned and. misunderstood which showed evidences of disuse.
words. "And thla la my confeasion
? it1$
?
w? w?
We ought to reverse our action with- There was dust on the Indian clubs
Eggs.
before I die." (Par. 26.)
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and the redemption of every obligation
"Oh, yes, occasionally when a fight LtVe
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1036 Udw j.. Dealer
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Atrilla
com
bishops and EggB. case count, less
without quibble or hesitation.
starts." was the reply.
Patrick is a sort of short litany pro- dredfold reward are the
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doctors, who are all things to al)
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CIMARRON NEWS

SUGAR BEET

PROMCTJOMlf IRRIGATED

AREAS

Method, of Cuitar. In the C.ntr.l, West.rn
.nd Bouth.rn Portion, of th.
United State. De.lth With In Department of Agriculture's
New

Sealed?

Bulletin.
Weatern Ntwipipir Union Nawa Bar ice.
Washington, D. C Method, of cul
tur for the sugar beet In the Central,

United State, may
be greatly Increased.
We.tern and Southwe.tern portion, of
Low temperatures are most likely to
the United State, are dealt with In the b Injurious to sugar beets when the
Department of Agriculture's new bulle- plantleta are Just breaking through
tin, "Sugar Beet Growing Under Irri- ths ground. At this period the young
gation." This 1. the .econd bulletin plant, ars very tender and .u.ceptlble
of Interest to sugar beet grower, to Injury by fro.t, but after the root,
which baa been ia.ued recently. The are e.tablished In the Mil they rapidly
other waa entitled: "Sugar Beet become hardy and re.l.tant to fro.t to
Growing Under - Humid Condition.," a marked degree. Since the time of
and was of Interest more particularly killing fro.t. varle. from year to year
to the northern portion of our coun- In the .ame territory it 1. not always
try, where most of the present sugar po..lble to avoid injury from this
beet crop la grown.
cause. A killing frost when the beets
While there i. a feeling of .afety in are coming up does not destroy the
having an unlimited supply of water chance for a successful beet crop, but
tor Irrigation purpose., It must alway. it often necessitate, the expense and
be remembered that Irrigation coat, labor of replanting. It Is therefore
money and labor, .ay. the govern- wise to delay the planting until the
ment's investigator. Such precipita- ground Is warm and the growing contion of moisture then, as there is In a ditions are otherwise favorable, since
ocallty should not be permitted to es- such condition, will rapidly push the
cape from the soil with the idea that beets beyond the period of fro.t Inmore water can always be applied jury. When the beet, are mature
when needed. All moisture that fall, thoy will stand a severe freeze withpon the ground and is received and out injury. The great danger from
retained by the soil acta upon the low temperatures at the end of the
plant foods day after day and accomp- growing season i. that ths beet, may
lishes most for plant growth. Precipi- be frozen In the ground, making the
tation is nature's gift, and should harvesting of the crop difficult or
never be despised. The ground in Irri- even impossible. To avoid this danger

gated sections where the sugar beat
plant is grown should be plowed to a
good depth In the fall and every effort
made to retain the moisture In the
soil from the time the previous crop Is
harvested until the beet crop 1. laid
by.
Much depends upon the condition of
the soil as to whether or not It Is able

to receive and retain the moisture. A
large number of showers may show
everal Inches of rainfall In the aggregate, and yet they may have accomplished little, If any, good so far a.
crop production Is concerned, because
they failed to moisten the ground to a
sufficient depth. On the other hand,
one or more heavy, dashing rains may
how a satisfactory total rainfall for
the season and at the same time be entirely unsatisfactory from the standpoint of crop production. Indeed, such
rains may Le more injurious than
beneficial, because of packing and
crusting the ground. The record of the
total rainfall for a season, or even
month by month, is of little value unless we know the nature and amount
of each precipitation. The point of
most vital importance Is to have the
ground In condition to receive as much
aa possible of the moisture that falls
upon it and then to make every effort to retain that moisture In the
soil.

Points to Be Considered.
Other point, to be considered by
growers of sugar beets under Irrigation are the following:
Sugar beet soil should be selected
with reference to Its fertility. It. physical condition, its previous cropping,
and Its ability to be properly drained
and Irrigated.
The seed and root beds should be
so prepared that they will be fine,
firm, moist and well aerated, with a
sufficiently lumpy mulch on the surface to prevent blowing.
never he
Beet ground should
flooded after the seed is planted.
The soil should be well supplied
with humus.
Beet seed should be planted In moist
soil, but not more than one and one-half

and the consequent loss that might result from such a condition It Is advisable to get the beets out of the ground as
soon as possible after they ara rips
and to cover them to avoid freezing
or dying. Apparently beet roots are
not injured for
purposes
by freezing, provided that they freeze
and remain frozen until they are put
through the mill, but alternate freezing and thawing causes them to decay and blacken, so that their value
for sugar making Is materially decreased.
Winds are briefly mentioned In connection with soil selection for sugar
beets, but they have a still wider bearing upon crop conditions. Not only dp
high winds have a tendency to destroy young beets and other plants by
cutting and burying them with shifting sands, but they have a marked Influence upon the amount of evaporation from the soil. For this reason a
given amount of moisture In a locality
where hot, dry winds prevail during
the spring is much less effective in
crop production than would be the
same amount of moisture in a locality
where winds do not prevail, other
condition, being the same.
However, the injurious effects of
winds may be overcome to a great extent by the use of proper cultural
methods.
For example, both the blowing of the soil and the excessive evaporation may often be reduced to the
point of successful crop production by
keeping the urface of the .ground
lump mulch. The
covered
with
mulch retards the evaporation, while
its lump condition reduces the shifting
of the soil. The cutting action of the
shifting sand may be controlled by
planting the beet rows at right angles
to the direction of the prevailing
winds when practicable and by attaching irrigating shovels to the drills,
so that ridges capable of protecting
the young plants will be thrown up
between the rows at planting time.
It Is true that the slope of the land
and the consequent direction of Irrigation must also be considered In
planting the beets, but whenever practicable the rows should be at right
angles to the direction of the prevailsugar-makin-

Mrs. Sturgl. Left
Colorado Springs.

Father'.

Millions.

Allanson S. Hall,
millionaire former American consul
to th Argentine Republic, who died
recently, left bis entire estate, estimated at $10,000,000, to his daughter,
Mrs. Carolyn Hall Sturgl. of this city.
Mrs. Sturgis Is wlfs of Prof. William
C. Sturgls, dsan of forestry at Colorado Collage. Mrs. Sturgls Is named
as executrix of th estate In the will
uied for probata. Mr. Hall was American consul at Rosarlo, Argentina, for
varal year.

SNYDER ARRESTED

IN CALGARY,

"Living Venus," With Daughter In
Boy'. Garb, Vanl.he.
Denver. A pursuit of 1,600 mile, by
inemberB of detective agencies re-
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absolute that it

is
dust
proof, impurity- -

proof

L

even

I

air-pro- of

i

Give

regalar aid

to teeth, breath,
appetite and diges
tion. It's the safe

besides delicious and
beneficial confection!

BUY IT BY THE BOX
for 85 cents at most dealers. Each box contains twenty
5 cent packages. They stay fresh until used.
It's clean, pure, healthful
if it's WMGLEVS.

Look for the spear
TALES

TOLD OF ULSTERMEN

Bull Worthy of Any On From th
County of Cork "Canny" About
Marriage Feee.

The Ulsterman Is not Incapable of
a bull, says the British Weekly.
It
was an Ulster marquis who endeared
himself to hi. tenantry by the memorable bull uttered In hi. speech at an
agricultural dinner: "I wish my farmers would use Iron plows, because
they last forever, and will afterwards
sell as old Iron."
It was an Ulsterman who at a
funeral observed the awkward work
of an unaccustomed band, and ex"I
claimed as he seized a shovel:
wasn't seven year, courting a sexton's daughter without learning to
sod a grave."
No matter how large the bride's fortune, the Ulsterman generally grumbled
marriage
over
the
fee.
"Wouldn't half a crown tlmpt ye?"
asked a bridegroom, of the officiating
minister when the clerk demanded the
usual five shillings.

GAS

DYSPEPSIA
NDIGESTION

'Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
gassy stomachs in five

ar-re-

even-year-ol- d

I

damp-proo- f,

Th

sulted In the urrest at Calgary, Canada,
of Harmon C. Snyder, former general
sales manager for the United States
Portland Cement Company. He 1.
charged with embezzlements amounting approximately to $10.000.
With 8nyder at the time of hi. .t
was Mr.. Bonnlbell
Sutherland,
the "Living Venua," divorcee and
Denver beauty, who fled the city Feb-1and was joined by Snyder four
day. later at Great Fall., Mont. With
the couple was also Mrs. Sutherland's
daughter, Lucille, who
had been disguised by her mother as
a boy.
Mrs. Sutherland and the child, according to telegrams received by the
Denver police. Fled Calgary Immediately following the arrest after forcing
Snyder and the pollc to giv hr $7(0
which she said .ho had depo.Ited In
Snyder's bank account.
Snyder, who was found with Mrs.
Sutherland in a private residence,
which he bad engaged preparatory to
establishing
himself In business,
waived extradition and left Calgary

P J J VI

is now electrically sealed with a
SEAL OF PURITY" so

g

Inches deep.
Beets should be spaced and thinned
just a. soon as they are large enough ing winds.

to handle.
Beets should be cultivated and hoed
often enough to destroy all weeds and
to keep the entire surface of the
ground covered with a mulch.
Beets should always be rotated with
other crops in order to keep the soil
in good tilth and free from pests.
Live stock, especially dairy cows,
should alway. be found on beet farms.
The by products of the sugar beet
and of the sugar mill are worthy of
careful attention. These are described
in detail in both the newly Issued bulletins on the sugar beet.
Consider Temperature and Wind.
Besides the precipitation, two Important climatic factors to be considered are the temperature and winds.
Both high and low temperature, have
a direct bearing upon the growth sr
quality of the beets. A study of the
localities
most successful sugar-bee- t
of the world leads to the conclusion
that beets of the be.t quality ran not
be grown where the average temperature for the growing season Is much
above 70F. This does not mean that
sugar beets can not be successfully
grown In warm countries or In warm
sections oí a country, but it does
mean that In such localities beets
should be produced during the cooler
portion of the year, which Is now
done successfully In certain portions
of our own country. It Is possible
that beets adapted to higher temperatures may be produced by selection
and breeding, and in thl. way the presterritory In the
ent large sugar-bee- t

it

minutes

Time HI

You don't want a .low remedy whan
your stomach I. bad or an uncertain
on
or a harmful one your stomach
la too valuable; you mustn't Injur It.
Pape's Dlapep.ln 1. noted for its
peed in giving relief; Its harmless-ness- ;
Its certain unfailing action In
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Its millions of cures In Indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
trouble has mad It famous the world

over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
your home keep it handy get a large

Ugline. a Qualification.
,
Some bygone housewives appear to
have regarded ugliness as a quality
to be desired In their servants. When
Elisa Coke, daughter of Coke of Norfolk, was about to marry, she wrote

to her- prospective mother-in-law- :
"Pray, have the goodness to decide
as you think best about the pretty
housemaid. I wish she were less
pretty and less fond of dress, but If
her conduct and principles are good
neither ara really objectionable faults.
I think our establishment will be a
pattern of morality, particularly If
Mr. Stanhope engages the squinting
butler and the terrible house maid he
mentioned to me."

tth

Talking Machines.
"Papa, did Edison make the first
Evidently French Restaurant Wine talking machine?"
"No, son. the lxrd make the first
Was Not Exactly the Quality
talking machine, but Edison made th
He Had Ordered.
first otie that could be shut off at will."
William B Corey praised at a PittsImportant to Mothers
burgh club the wines of California.
Examine carefully every bottle of
"Our California wines." said the CASTOHIA, a safo and sure remedy for
steel magnate, "are much better than infants and children, and sa that II
wines of a Blmllar price In France,
Bears the
for French wines are so adulterated Signature of
todny that even a
one
In Use For Over 80 Years.
often tastes like burnt sugar and waCry for Fletcher'a Caatorig
Children
ter."
"But the fine wines, the 'grand cru'
Colonel Barley Corn says he can't
wines are wonderful," a young banker
understand why some men want th
interrupted.
s
water.
earth If it's
Mr. Corey shook his head.
"Not always," he said.
"A friend
Many a proverb Is merely a smart'
of mine, a gourmet with whom 1 sounding saying
that cannot bear
lunched not long ago at a fashionable analysis.
boulevard restaurant in Paris, ordered
a bottle of very old celebrated
Pouring out a little of the wine
and rolling It on his tongue in true
gourmet fashion he made a wry face.
"'Walter!' be demanded. 'What Prompt Relief Permanent Cur
wine is this you brought meT'
" 'It Is what monsiour ordered,' was LA K ILK 5 LI I ILK
Margaux 1895, grand cru.' LIVER PILLS never
the reply.
" 'Humph,' sneered by friend, 'how fall. Purely vegeta
DROVE GU0RMET TO SARCASM

high-price-

two-third-

THICK, GLOSSY HAIR
FREE FROM DANDRUFF
Girls! Beautify Your Halrl Make It
Soft, Fluffy snd Luxuriant Try
ths Moist Cloth.

Mar-gau-

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Try aa you will, after an application
of Dandarlne, you oannot find a single lucky
act surely
It Ib to be so old and to conceal ble
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
but gently on JamgXXXCfgfl ajun I nj
"
age
so
well.'
its
mHiTTi i
trie liver.
your scalp will not Itch, but what will
Stop after
please you most, will be after a few
dinner distrSo Obedient
weeks' use, when you see new hair,
j
Stealthily
Light Fingered
Sam ess-cure
fine and downy at first yes but realslipped up behind the strolling pedes- improve
ly new hair growing all over th
the complexion, brighten the eye,
trian. "
scalp.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
I
"My
needed
said
a
little
doctor
A lltU Danderlne immediately douGenuine must bear Signature
bles the beauty of your hair. No differ- chance, didn't he?" he murmured to
ence how dull, faded, brittle and himself.
And then he look It.
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderln
and carefully draw it
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
through your hair, taking one small
PARKER S
lb. tannins, call lor lull ñamo.
strand at a time. The effect Is Im- To fatUkOMO
HAIR BALSAM
UUININK. Look loi signature ot
A toiit preparation of moría,
Batial
mediate and amazing your hair will U. W. CROVK. Corea a Cold io Oo bar. alo.
gfffW'SSB Help to eradicate dandruff.
be light, fluffy and wavy, and have an
jefgl For Reetoriac Color aad
Hut the average man would have no HtjK MBmuI r to Cra r or Faded Hair.
appearance of abundance; an IncomIf
himuse
for
could
see
he
mirrors
parable luster, softness and luxuriance, th beauty and shimmer of true self In them as other see him.
AVrShirS rSl'oltTñaomoMfcSlui1
hair health.
(klfc Pr)oe (rom m
wrlva
Anybody can dye successfully with reraltj Dairy Department, Unoulu. Nob.
Get a IB cant bottle of Knowlton's
Danderln from any .tore and prove Putnam Fadeless Dyes. Adv.
FOR SALE
that your balr 1. a. pretty and soft
It take, a very long purse to buy
as any that it has been neglected or popularity.
row er
Injured by careless treatment that's
ro!rnrn?iKaRiaW!i
DISEASES)
I
alL Adv.
True love seldom utilize, the postal
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
card for tender messages.
He Hsd Experience.
Once upon a tima a .mall boy
about three years old was taken to the
church to be baptised. As soon as
h caught sight of th bowl of water
If von have that depressed feeling It's mor than likely that yon
in the minister's hand he remembered
blood Is out of order Impoverished or poisoned.
his antipathy for the bathtub and
There is only one thins? that will altar vour nrsaant emditinn
straightened himself up for the atthat's to restore your stomach to normal health and strength. Vor
tack.
a weak or rtl.ad stomach cannot make good blood. If your
When ths minister approached htm,
digestion is bad your food will not make the good Mood which
reverently dipping his hand In the wanourishes body. Drain, heart and
ter, the little fellow said:
"If yon put toap In my eye 111
bus' you open." National Monthly.

cas from any dealer and
than if anyone should eat something
whloh doesn't agree with them; if
what they sat lays Ilka lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes headache, dizziness and nausea; eructafor Dnvr.
tion, of aoid and undigested food
About $7,000 of the alleged shortage remember aa soon as Pap' Diapepsin
Is said to hsva been recovered $2,910
com. In contact with th stomach all
In cash, $2,500 in bank checks and bills such distress vanishes. Its promptof exchange and $1,600 in other
ness, certainty and ease In overcoming
th worst stomach disorders is a revelation to thos who try It Adv.
Name Federal Bank Board April 1,
Washington. The federal reserve
Brilliant Idea.
board probably will be selected by
Young Mother I really don't know
April 1. In talking with callers, Presiwhy ha cries so.
dent Wilson gave that date as the on
Bachelor Friend Parhap It Is hi.
toward which the organisation comcoming through.
The principal reason why the old
mittee wsb looking for the establishToang Mother Maybe It's his hair times seam good la that people war
ment of the new federal reserve sys- coming through that hurta nial
content with less
tem of banks.
or esxrt do more for
wUh
ro
beautiful.
If
wall.
Missouri Bank Closed.
Des?. MsnSolaUd
clothes, aa Bad Cross Bag
At a!)
Cape Girardeau, Mo. Th First Nasea groesrs. Adv.
Cape
bank
waa
of
Olrardeeu
tional
Th secret of letting a hearing la
closed by a national bank examinar,
It la hard to forgive our enastile
they bar as by th neck.
pending an examination of Its books. hi having lltUa to say
fifty-ce-

CHEW IT AFTER
EVERY MEAL

maaw iiiver

1

LAXA-TIV-

gSMtST

I-

M

ESSii

flAFlkiJ

Banish the "Blues!"

helps the stomach to do Its work
ly and proparty. Stimulates
the liver. Th system Is freed from poison. the blood Is purified.
yon feel fit and
rivery onran is re wren tea, inseeaa ot the
strong, equal to any teak or op to any pleasure.
This great remedy haw proved its worth year after
Let It prove Ra worth to von. Hold bar
or aqua form or sena mm tot trial pox by
i

ÍZSS

lalT

Haven,t You
Been Expecting

AGKNCt

start a bank account?

Been trying to
save an amount sufficient to ''make a good
To

start?"

Best grade Lump and Egg
SWASTIKA COAL
Livery and Feed Stables in
Draying to all parts of
the city.
Pnne 56
Con-nectio- n.

The "small purchase temtation" makes
very
hard to accumulate any certain sum
it
by keeping money in your pocket or hiding it
around the
that has been
your trouble.
This bank accepts deposits for $1.00 and
not come in and open an account
with us NOW-le- t
the bank help you save-- it is
the only safe way.
house-probab- ly

up-w-

FOR-J- v'

H

Cimarron Transfer Co.

swearmgen.Prop.
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PERSONAL
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SUPPLY
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WE SELL.

1
Swastika coal, the most heat for
Fresh home made taffy nnd
money, sold bv J. W. Swear
vour
marshmellows and other candies
every day at Weber's.

Safety Deposit Boxes For Rent

C. F. Remsberg of Raton was a
business visitor in Cimarron,

All Kinds of Farming Implements
Wagons
Buggies

High grade dentistry is my profession. All work guaranteed. Dr.

Harness and Saddles

Locke.

of Cimarron
A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.

Rev. Kretzschmar of Optimo
Dr. S. Alonzo Bright ol Albuconducted Lutheran services in
querque preached to a large auCimarron, Sunday evening.
dience at the Methodist church on
Sunday evening.
Fresh California walnuts just
this season's nuts at 30c a
District Attorney Remley went
pound. Weber's Bakery.
to Raton, Monday to look after legal matters in connection with the
). D. HaK'adorn went east Satur- district court, returning Tuesday.
day to attend to business matters
in connection with the Rayado
The weather was so warm MonHe will
Colonization company.
day that quite a number of people
return sometime next week.
started to make their gardens.
Patronize home industry and
Mr. and Mrs- Cyphers of Bonito
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
down from the lumber camp
moved
Restaurant and Bakery.
Tuesday and will reside here perm-

anently.

Let The

News Estimate On

Your

Next Job

Miss Delia Dugan who has been
the house guest ol the Misses Fun-k- e

Ernst Ruth of Raton was a busvisitor in the Key City the
iness
departed
since Monday,
lor her
All branches of the dental art heme in the Moreno Valley, Wed- latter part of last week.
Mrs. Robbinb went to Ring on
carefully practiced. Dr. Locke.
nesday evening.
Wednesday to visit with her son a
E. A. Troutman had his house
General Freight and Passenger
short time.
moved the latter part of the week
Agent Williams of Trinidad came
Geo. H. Webster, Jr., was a from its old location on the railto Cimarron, Tuesday with the ob- business visitor in the county seat road property to one of his lots on
Meals at all hours are served at
ject of going to Taos on company town the first 01 the week.
9th street.
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.
business, but owing to the heavy
snows in the mountains he returnMrs. Ray Whitemsn came down
Mrs. Forrest Hagadorn returned
Edgar Fulgham came down from ed to his home Wednesday. He
Bonito, Tuesday to visit a
from
Tuesday
evening
fram
Denver,
at
the Roberts Mill the latter part o( will make the trip some time in the
days
few
at the home of Mr. and
of
place
which
was
guest
she
the
the week to attend to business
future when the roads are more
Tom Brooke.
Mrs.
weeks.
few
a
relatixes
passable.

Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants

m:mm

lines

in these

sa

....

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
of ihe WÓrJtdl

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence, $
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

TWO MAPS AND TWO METHODS

J

3

Job Printing at the News

In the nine foreign countries shown on the mrp

mo

there is a total population
More than ONE

of 214,878,502

at the right prices

HUNDRED times as many

people as there are in the territory of your tele-

phone company
Vet all nine of these

Cimarron Meat Market

countries could be laid

company's territory,
with several thousand miles to spare

down in YOUR telephone

operates 222,572
777.705 square miles

Your telephone company

phones

in an area of

In these states there

C. M. Rohr, Prop.

Pork

tele-

Veal

one telephone to every

ELEVEN people
In Europe there is only one
FORTY-THRE-

Ham

telephone to every

PEOPLE

E

In Europe the government OWNS the telephone

Pickles

companies
In

the-

through

-

Beef

United States the telephone users,
their Public Utilities Commissions,

is

the lietter way

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Sauer Kraut

Fruit

Vegetables

Butter & Eggs

.

CONTROL them
The development shows which

Lamb
Bacon
Salt Pork

Codfish

Mackerel

Herring

Fresh Fish and Oysters
Home made Bread
Phone 47

